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Drugs, artillery emplacements, napalm, prostitution - sometimes it seems like the best things in life are illegal. For some reason, the fascists who control this country don't believe in your God given right to smoke meth and man a 155-millimeter Howitzer.

Luckily for us, there are a lot of awesome things out there that Uncle Sam amazingly hasn't taken away from us yet. Read this article, and then go and pick up one of everything while you still can!
#7.
Flamethrowers
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Holy Shit, Really?
Yes. There are currently no federal laws governing or restricting the ownership of flame-throwing devices. Some states have laws restricting possession of flamethrowers, with violations only considered to be misdemeanors, but 40 states have absolutely no laws whatsoever concerning flamethrowers. Only in America would a device capable of launching rivers of fire at people be less regulated than marijuana.
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Careful with that pot, it looks dangerous.
Where Can I Get One?
You can sometimes find professionally made flamethrowers being sold by private buyers online, some for as little as $300. Also, if you're unsure on how to use your new device, but you want the source of your advice to be batshit insane, you could pick up Ragnar Benson's delightful read, Breath Of The Dragon: Homebuilt Flamethrowers, which we can only hope comes with a cellphone with the numbers 9 and 1 already dialed.
What Should I Do With it?
Actually using your flamethrower is somewhat more difficult than acquiring it. It seems that lawmen these days have rules about when and where you're allowed to shoot gallons of flaming fuel. We recommend making friends with someone who owns a few acres of land out in the country and then going hog wild. If you accidentally start a wildfire, don't fret: Flamethrowers are just as good at stopping fires as they are at starting them. Just burn everything around the fire to cinders, and it won't have anywhere to spread!
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Holy Balls, Why is it Legal?
Cracked cannot overstate the importance of destroying the horrifying bee menace. As a potent combination of "deadly" and "too small to shoot," the HYPERLINK "http://www.cracked.com/article_15816_5-most-horrifying-bugs-in-world.html" is quite possibly mankind's most dangerous enemy. Enter the flamethrower: your first, last, and only line of defense against the black and yellow hordes. In 1968, Brazilian firefighters armed with flamethrowers defended a group of children from the onslaught of buzzing death. This is apparently HYPERLINK "http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,838176,00.html?promoid=googlep" in nations fighting off the advancing bee legions.
#6.
Salvia Divinorum
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Holy Shit, Really?
Salvia divinorum is a member of the Lamiaceae family, which makes it a cousin of the mint plant. When properly prepared, salvia can be smoked in order to bring on incredibly intense, at times paralyzing, hallucinations. Most salvia trips are short in duration, but very powerful and jarring. All side effects of salvia are gone within an hour, and it doesn't show up on standard drug tests.
Depending on the amount of smoke inhaled, users of salvia may experience hallucinations on par in intensity with those caused by drugs like LSD or DMT. Since most users lose consciousness and drift off into a world of fractal shapes and green women as soon as they hit the pipe, it has not gained much popularity as a 'party' drug.
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It kind of makes the world look like this for about six minutes.
Where Can I Get One?
Salvia is still legal in most US states. You can pick it up at most well-stocked 'head' shops, but the cheapest and highest quality salvia is usually found online. Make sure to check your local laws to see if you can legally purchase and possess it in your state. If not, at least you still have your flamethrower.
What Should I do With it?
Here at Cracked, the only "high" we're interested in is the natural high we get from bringing comedy to the world (and sometimes crystal meth), so we have no advice here. However there are a number of HYPERLINK "http://uk.youtube.com/watch?v=w6dgXX0ytSo" that recommend gardening, writing letters to congressmen, and driving while on salvia.
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Also, we do not recommend teaching while on salvia.
Holy Balls, Why is it Legal?
Salvia is actually pretty harmless, as intoxicants go. There have been a few accusations of its involvement in causing a suicidal mindset, but evidence is spurious at best. In fact a HYPERLINK "http://www.maps.org/news-letters/v13n1/13118han.html" of HYPERLINK "http://www.cognitiveliberty.org/drug_policy/Daniel_Siebert_salvia_letter.html" believe that salvia may act as an anti-depressant, and its effective use in HYPERLINK "http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11526958?dopt=abstract" has been noticed as well. HYPERLINK "http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/09/us/09salvia.html?pagewanted=2&_r=1" believes the drug has the potential to help those suffering from schizophrenia and Alzheimer's and has urged the government not to ban salvia. With the potential to cure depression, Alzheimer's, schizophrenia and cocaine addictions, it's a wonder salvia isn't a mandatory side dish in high school cafeterias across America. We're going to go ahead and say that last one is a bad idea.
#5.
Tannerite (An Explosive Compound)
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Holy Shit, Really?
Tannerite is sold legally as a binary compound, meaning you mix two harmless powders and get something that goes boom. Just apply the mixture to the object you wish to blow up and then hit it with extreme force or heat.
Where Can I Get Some?
You can buy tannerite straight from the distributor. Premade shaped charges can be bought, or you can just get huge containers of the powders. We recommend only purchasing small amounts, as the temptation to blow it all up at once rises exponentially the more you have.
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HYPERLINK "http://www.kare11.com/news/news_article.aspx?storyid=492577" purchased 100 pounds of the stuff and was unable to resist the temptation. The blast was heard for miles, and sent scraps of shrapnel flying almost a quarter of a mile.
What Should I do With it?
Find an old car at a junkyard or ex-girlfriend's house. Drive it out to the same remote place where you use your flamethrower. Now, coat the car with tannerite, stand very far back and shoot it with a rifle. The results should look something like this:
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Note to Women: this is pretty much what having sex with a Cracked writer is like, but for hours.
Congratulations! You are now having the most fun a citizen of the United States is legally allowed to have. Now lock the guns and explosives up and smoke some salvia to celebrate.
Holy Balls, Why is This Legal?
Like flamethrowers, tannerite actually has quite a few legal uses, including HYPERLINK "http://www.tannerite.com/she_avalanche.html". Despite being both legally available and explosive, no deaths have ever been linked to the compound. Due to its binary nature, tannerite is perfectly safe to store and transport. Statistically, a HYPERLINK "http://www.lifesaving.com/issues/articles/13swimming_pool_drownings.html" is much more likely to end human lives.
#4.
Improvised Weaponry
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Holy Shit, Really?
Homemade firearms. They are also known as garage guns, Chechnyan Firecrackers and scrap weapons. Most garage guns are made out of easily acquired pieces of trash and industrial debris. They can be as simple as a lead tube with a rubber-band-powered firing pin, or a fully automatic pistol made out of aluminum cans and assorted sprockets.
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Garage guns vary in quality from relatively good...
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... to plastic deathtraps.
Where Can I Get One?
You can make one. Improvised firearms are legal under federal law, as long as the weapon does not violate any existing gun laws. You can even make silencers and sawed-off homemade shotguns if you get the proper tax stamps. There are a variety of guides for building home-made guns available for free online. Chechnyan rebels are the most prolific creators (and users) of these guides.
What Should I Do With Them?
The same things you would do with any other gun: load it with tracer rounds and blow up cars covered in tannerite. Of course, since you'll be shooting a DIY contraption made of scrap metal and prayers, both accuracy and safety will be far below acceptable standards. We recommend getting a gullible friend (perhaps the same person whose land you're using) to fire the first few shots. If it explodes, you might need to go back to the drawing board.
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We made this!
Holy Balls, Why is this Legal?
First of all, because a gun with an unrifled barrel is only accurate to a few inches. Since most professionally manufactured firearms are legal in the USA, banning homemade ones doesn't make much sense. Neither China, the gun-control capital of the world, nor Russia have been able to stop their HYPERLINK "http://online.wsj.com/article/SB122394012224530655.html" from HYPERLINK "http://www.englishrussia.com/?p=965". Since you can literally build a gun out of the contents of a trash bin, any laws made to stop self-made firearms would be almost unenforceable.




#3.
The Ragnar Benson Collection
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Holy Shit, Really?
Really, it's nothing more than a collection of self-help books. However, rather than dealing with broken sinks, flat tires and cracked siding, Mr. Benson's books focus on things that are somewhat more... insane. If you've ever wanted to know how to build a landmine, shoot down military helicopters, survive an atomic holocaust or make your own anti-tank rifle, the Ragnar Benson collection is for you. Ragnar's works include:
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Mantrapping
David's Tool Kit: A Citizen's Guide to Taking Out Big Brother's Heavy Weapons
Long Term Survival in the Coming Dark Age - Preparing to Live after Society Crumbles
Modern Weapons Caching: A Down-To-Earth Approach To Beating The Government Gun Grab
New And Improved C-4: Better-Than-Ever Recipes For Half The Money And Double the Fun.
And, for those of you who read Mantrapping and mastered its tenets, there's the ever-popular The Most Dangerous Game: Advanced Mantrapping Techniques.
Where Can I Get Some?
Loompanics Unlimited, the radical anti-establishment publishing house that published Benson's books, is unfortunately out of business. Some of them are available from Paladin Press. Almost everything Benson has written is also available for free on the Internet. We'd provide the link here, but we're fairly certain such an action would land us on even more government watch lists then we're already on.
WARNING: While Benson's books are legal in the United States, possessing or reading any of them makes you look as suspicious as your creepy neighbor who stockpiles fertilizer and blasting caps.
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The average owner of Benson's books looks a lot like this.
What Should I Do With Them?
We don't advise you to actually do anything with Mr. Benson's books. While they are a fascinating read, many of things he tells you how to do are very, very illegal. If you do end up purchasing his works, we recommend setting them out on your coffee table. Imagine the conversations they will inspire!
Guest: "Mantrapping"? What on earth is this?!
You: Only the best guide to trapping and subduing human beings in the world!
Guest: Does this have something to do with all the home-made claymores in your front yard?
Holy Balls, Why is this Legal?
That pesky 1st Amendment makes it pretty difficult for the government to ban a book just because it has instructions for baking Pyrex explosives and crippling the drive system of an M1 Abrams. This is a good thing. People like Mr. Benson are a yardstick for measuring the extent of our civil liberties. As long as he can keep distributing his work, we here at Cracked won't have to worry about our right to continue mocking the government with list-based humor.
#2.
The Mini-Gun
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Holy Shit, Really?
Quite possibly the most deadly infantry weapon ever designed. The M134 General Electric Minigun is an incredibly badass-looking gun with the capacity of firing up to one-hundred-and-sixty-six times per second. In case you haven't fully realized the power of that statement, allow us to illustrate it.
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We have no idea what this is, but it was one of the first results when we did a Google Image search for '166.' Just imagine these things are almost two hundred bullets heading towards your face every second.
Where Can I Get One?
Unfortunately, there are only something like eleven civilian-legal miniguns in the USA. Most of them are in private hands, but one occasionally comes back up on the market. The going rate for your average minigun is around $400,000. But that's not the only expense you'll have. The minigun will require an extensive mounting system. Contrary to what you have heard, firing one of these by yourself would lead to severe blunt trauma, and a huge machine gun shooting wildly into the air. It's also going to be expensive to feed: one second of firing the minigun will set you back about sixty bucks. That's $3600 for a full minute of shooting.
On the plus side, Bill Gates won't have to worry about muggers.
What Should I Do With Them?
If you're asking us this question, then you are obviously retardedly wealthy. We recommend purchasing a fleet of golden limousines, coating them in tannerite and then shooting them into flames with golden bullets. Firing this weapon for any length of time is an act of such ridiculous decadence that no other behavior you engage in will seem even the least bit indulgent.
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You can use this to hunt the dodos that live on your private island.
Holy Balls, Why is it Legal?
The National Firearms Act states that any fully automatic weapons constructed before 1986 are legal for a civilian possessing a Class 2 permit to own. The few miniguns that were on the market by then remained legal, and have been circulating around the country for years. No crimes have ever been reported committed by a minigun-wielding criminal, which might be because billionaires so rarely hold up 7-11's. So, until Ted Turner finally snaps, mounts a GE Minigun on his golden H2 and guns down a muffin kiosk, you can expect the 11 or so miniguns on the market to remain legal.
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#1.
Thermite
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Holy Shit, Really?
Thermite is a composite, aluminum and metal oxide based powder. When ignited, it can reach temperatures of up to 2500 degrees Fahrenheit. For reference, that's close to half the temperature of the chucklefucking Sun. Thermite is most commonly used to cut through very strong metal, like the kind you find in the frame of a skyscraper or the body of a T-800.
Where Can I Get Some?
One way would be to start your own demolitions company. If that seems a little too time-consuming, you can always just make your own. All you need is rust and aluminum fillings. Refining and mixing them properly is kind of a chore, but it requires no more equipment then an average homeowner has in his kitchen. For the curious, you can find a concise recipe HYPERLINK "http://how2dostuff.blogspot.com/2006/01/how-to-make-thermite.html", and pretty soon you'll have one of the hottest and most dangerous 'mites known to man, next to Dolemite.
(...Who?)
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Dolemite, mothafucka!
What Should I Do With It?
Thermite requires an incredibly hot flame to light it. Even a blowtorch won't quite do the trick. Magnesium is pretty much the only easily available substance that burns hot enough to set off thermite. You can find small bricks of the stuff in sporting goods stores.
Once you have your thermite and ignition source, there are a whole bunch of fun things to do. For example, have you ever had your parking space stolen by some asshole in an ugly old Yugo?
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Holy Balls, Why is it Legal?
Thermite isn't explosive, and it is extremely stable. Anyone attempting to commit crimes with it would be limited to very small-scale property destruction. We suppose thermite would be useful for disposing of corpses in a clandestine fashion, but so is lye soap and a hotel bathtub.
In case, you know... you needed to know that.


More of Robert's writing can be found at HYPERLINK "http://www.thedeadbeat.org/"
For more insane creations, check out HYPERLINK "http://www.cracked.com/article_16647_5-insane-devices-from-kids-cartoons-that-actually-exist.html". Or find out some ways other than salvia to numb your brain, in HYPERLINK "http://www.cracked.com/article_16314_nectar-broke-worlds-5-worst-ways-get-drunk.htmll".
And visit HYPERLINK "http://www.cracked.com/article_16781_crackedcom-top-picks.html" because one of those 11 miniguns belongs to us.
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ejlovitc
05/03/13 11:33 PM
Firefighters fighting using fire on bees. Ours is truly a magnificent universe.
Reply

ABipolarGuy
04/30/13 07:32 PM
Everything is legal by default until a law making body creates a law changing that, so the why is really always that the lawmakers either haven't gotten round to it or a majority think it should stay legal. That decision may not be made on anything rational or regarding the thing itself. Politics you know.
Reply

blafls
04/09/13 06:58 PM
This is appealing to my insanity.
Reply

ConnerNMars
03/15/13 11:30 PM
You forgot anfo
Reply

lucasliso
02/11/13 07:15 PM
Ragnar Benson books can be downloaded almost everywhere on the internet, and for point number 4, check out the books by author Bill Holmes (he even has DVDs)
Reply

WBTVIP
Election 2012
02/02/13 07:10 PM
Excellent choice of using Ragnar the Minnesota Vikings mascot in your Ragnar Benson entry.
Reply

burchman
02/02/13 01:38 PM
+1
2,500 degrees Fahrenheit is only a quarter of the temperature of the Sun, which is 9941 degrees Fahrenheit. You probably saw 5778 degrees, but thats in Kelvin.
Reply
lolz2
02/02/13 10:53 PM
also, it's the temperature of just the surface of the Sun, not the entire thing.

kittenspawn
02/02/13 10:24 AM
I wanted to try salvia until I watched you tube videos of people using it. No.. no thanks, I'm good.
Reply
Malfeasinator
Election 2012
02/02/13 09:52 PM
+1
Those idiots use way too much of it. They have some super concentrated extract and take a lot of that because they're "experienced drug users" (yeah, except in that one drug), and then the bad things happen.Seriously, read Erowid sometime. Pretty much all the bad trips people have on almost every drug goes down this way: someone who takes a lot of other drugs tries a new drug - the drug isn't working as fast as they like so they redose a lot harder than their initial dose just around the time their initial dose would have kicked in (had they waited) - then they spend the next two days in a freaky hell ride, and tell other people they don't recommend it.

tattooz
03/17/13 06:03 AM
malfeasinator, see "jimson weed seeds..."

Sweary
02/02/13 09:33 AM
Cracked writers blow your hood off for hours when they have sex with you?
Reply

Mr Wizz
Election 2012
02/02/13 07:55 AM
-3
Can't ban a book on how to kill someone, but it is apparently ok to ban or restrict books on evolution.God Bless America (and thank God I don't live there)
ReplyHide AllSee All 6 Replies
CraigJT1978
02/02/13 10:05 AM
+6
I'm sorry, but where in the United States is a book on evolution restricted or banned? I'm looking on Amazon and they seem to be fully stocked with a multitude of titles.

ishmail
02/02/13 03:54 PM
In public schools in places like Texas, Louisiana, and Kansas.

ichioni
Election 2012
02/02/13 05:26 AM
"The average owner of Benson's books looks a lot like this."so... a Klingon?
Reply

CraigJT1978
02/02/13 04:07 AM
+3
Homemade guns have another practical purpose. They can be made extremely cheaply for a few dollars a piece. If you make a bunch and your local law enforcement has a gun buyback event, they'll pay you $100-$200 apiece for them to get them off the streets with no questions asked. Step 3 profits.
Reply
Gilhelmi
Election 2012
02/02/13 05:01 AM
Ya, the money making side of me rejoices.The tax payer side of me is annoyed at the waste of tax-payers money.

hobbybob82
02/01/13 03:35 AM
-2
a quick call to the ATF will disprove this .. i suspect the writter is in league with the Private Prison Industry. and is looking to Create Felons of us all.. it is true you can buy compounds that when mixed explode. but if you mix them without an Explosives License from the ATF you will be raided, your children shot and your Freedom and 2nd Amendment forfeited forever. you might get out of prison but you aint getting that 2nd Amendment back.. as for making your own gun,flame thrower.. same thing.. you can mess around and make a gun, but as soon as you are caught by Law Enforcement you're going to prison and losing that 2nd Amendment forever. you can buy things that will cause side effects, similar to "illegal drugs" so can't call the whole post bogus. but please beware of buying Explosive Compounds. your dog wants to live, your wife wants to live and the ATF swat teams are just itching to kill them.. so Follow the Law people ..wouldn't want to be a "Criminal" in this Fascist state. sadly it was only an Outrage in 1938-1945 when Germans killed criminals and their children.. today its all Kosher.
Reply
dthowland
02/15/13 08:54 PM
Tannerite is completely legal to buy without a permit or license, as is thermite. You can buy tannerite at sports shops like Gander Mountain and Dunham's.

DeadlyGrim
02/25/13 10:07 AM
+1
We have the world's best scientists trying to decode your post, Mr. hobbybob82.

Awesome-Hero
01/26/13 04:06 PM
+4
I think we should fully legalize all mini-guns. After all, the only thing that stop a bad guy with a mini-gun is a good guy with a mini-gun. Plus, we can't expect criminals to obey mini-gun bans.
ReplyHide AllSee All 4 Replies
RichardB
02/01/13 11:08 PM
+5
They are legal now and there are some in private hands. Any incidents of one actually being used in a crime? No, didn't think so.

ichioni
Election 2012
02/02/13 04:13 AM
+4
No Incidents of Legal Privately-Owned Mini-Guns Being Used in a Crime?!?!?!?!?!Challenge Accepted!!!

Peridot2
01/26/13 02:47 PM
Well, now. In my beautiful state of Florida, salvia is illegal and flamethrowers are legal.Imagine that.
Reply

BlueArmyLeader
01/25/13 07:46 AM
+1
This was the first Cracked article I ever read, and now I visit the site every day. Ah, nostalgia.
Reply
Stray_Walnut
Election 2012
02/16/13 02:42 PM
Same here. Good times.

lucasliso
01/23/13 01:17 PM
+3
Lasers are legal too. Because technically, Lasers aren't guns. You don't need a license to own one.And dogs trained to kill people are legal too.
Reply

Discoman
01/20/13 05:55 PM
Second fun thing: The Gatling gun (the hand cranked originator of the minigun) is legal in pretty much every state (including California) because it isn't technically a machine gun.And honestly, the brass and steel all polished up on one looks amazing, like the Bulldog model you can buy new. Or build one, that is fine too.
Reply

ntyler
01/15/13 09:35 AM
+2
God bless America...Land that I loveStand beside HerAnd guide Her.....I love this country!
Reply

dunners2004
01/08/13 10:47 AM
-15
Americans are pathetic. Why do you all want to kill and destroy everything? You aren't big, you aren't clever, and the rest of the world are just laughing at you! At least Obama is trying to make less of a mockery of you. Hopefully more of you will buy guns and shoot your own bloody heads off rather than these poor school children. USA's stuck in the middle ages...grow the f**k up!!!
ReplyHide AllSee All 6 Replies
Waterfall
01/09/13 11:19 AM
+8
Oh look , another foreign village idiot who thinks every american is a adrenaline adicted dumbass.Well , let me put it this way: That's rascism and nobody is going to like you if you keep acting like that (except maybe for other rascist scumbags from your country).No , i'm not american , but you can't compare the average citizen with a sadistic killer. Oh , and no , the world isn't laughing at the U.S.

CDog2910
01/09/13 04:52 PM
+2
I'm Canadian. Waterfall, you're incorrect; that's not racism, look it up. Dunners you're a p***y and a retard.

stealthy
01/03/13 04:49 AM
+8
Dibs on Garage Guns as a band name.
Reply
JesusChristII
01/14/13 06:17 PM
+6
FUCK

Violetvee
Election 2012
12/28/12 06:54 PM
+1
Well crap. I wanted to try salvia, but apparently i live in one of the states where it's f*****g illegal. Bev Perdue's a bitch. Why the hell do some people look only at the negatives and speculate some of the effects when it's clearly obvious that the positives are better than the negatives?!
Reply
Peridot2
01/26/13 02:44 PM
+2
It grows in my front and back yard. I live in Florida where it's illegal. I wonder whether I'm breaking the law by owning the same plants I've had for more than 20 years?

4815162342
12/27/12 05:11 AM
0
Only in America...
Reply
lucasliso
01/23/13 01:29 PM
+4
I live in Argentina and have a "Make it yourself" guide for grenades, machine guns and such... the guerillas used it a lot in the 70s.

Lleihsad
Election 2012
02/02/13 12:25 PM
+2
And Chechnya, apparently. Damn.

hamsterjelly
Election 2012
11/14/12 12:26 AM
+4
Salvia isn't legal anymore thanks to some crotchety concerned mothers. I remember walking down the boardwalk and every other store sporting "WE SELL SALVIA" signs. Now it's just awash with stolen memes and YOLO/Swag shirts.
Reply

pikachew78
11/12/12 08:13 PM
+13
DEAR SANTA...
Reply
Solluxbelazeh
11/15/12 03:36 PM
-3
...*Shows Santa this article*

TeraTomaV.2
12/15/12 05:52 PM
+5
Thanks for pointing out the obvious there Solluxbelazeh...we couldn't understand that blatent implication in the first response...

geckcgt
11/10/12 12:36 PM
0
As far as homebuilt guns go, a good portion of Semi auto AKs in the US, especially Romanian G AKs were built at home
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
TeraTomaV.2
12/15/12 05:53 PM
+1
Why would you build a semi-auto AK when semi-auto AKs are dirt cheap?

buttintomyconvo
12/28/12 12:53 PM
+2
Home built is incorrect, home assembled is the word you are looking for. Nobody is making an AK from scratch. With guns like AK's and AR-15's, People can purchase the parts piece buy piece, and then put the gun together. The home built portion of this article doesn't apply to what you are saying. These parts are manufactured and the lower receivers all have serial numbers. @TeraTomaV.2 Semi auto AK's are cheaper if you buy a kit an put it together yourself.

samisaround
Election 2012
10/23/12 11:32 PM
+2
What a nice article! I liked the way every item was so comprehensively and smoothly linked to each other
Reply

qfsxs
Election 2012
10/23/12 09:58 AM
+2
Hmm how about that, salvia has the ability to cure Alzheimer's and treat schizophrenia. I'm surprised that the US government hasnt banned it yet.
Reply

ACSativa
Election 2012
10/19/12 12:54 AM
+13
"Only in America would a device capable of launching rivers of fire at people be less regulated than marijuana"Ain't that the truth...
Reply

Copperhell
09/13/12 03:12 AM
+25
"the chucklefucking Sun"Challenge of the day set; use the word "chucklefucking" in any sentence in a way it would make sense.
ReplyHide AllSee All 4 Replies
thedrunkenjoker
09/26/12 10:13 PM
+13
What do you get when you cross a comedian and a pornstar. f**k if i know but im sure they have a chucklefucking good time haha

ParadigmFriday
10/13/12 09:37 PM
+9
So Dennis walks by me like he's so damn funny. A chucklefucking clown, f*****g chuckling away. Well at least I don't have to feel bad about spitting in his coffee. The f*****g prick.

Reaper117
08/26/12 09:28 PM
+3
ha flamethrowers a legal, yet the Geneva Convention banned them from warfare
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
apez
09/05/12 07:12 AM
+1
and the Hague Convention of 1899 banned hollowpoints as well as all the other expanding bullets (from warfare that is), yet they are widely used by police and civilians.

Skulpada
09/23/12 09:40 PM
+4
Yea, but the Geneva Convention is the biggest punch line in the "civilized" world in the 21st century

iateyourfood
08/26/12 05:18 PM
+6
This is the first thing that came up when i looked up if flamethrowers were legal in my state!
Reply

SavagePawn
08/14/12 12:21 PM
+2
That stapler is pretty badass. .
Reply

MBII
08/08/12 11:57 AM
Man salvia USED to be legal, that s**t was crazy!
Reply

dawg79
07/23/12 08:51 PM
+2
The minigun. It's not enough to have a lethal firearm. You have to have an infinity + 1 gun that can one-hit-kill a motherfucker.
Reply

rissx
Election 2012
07/19/12 06:14 PM
+1
anyone familiar with FPS Russia's Youtube video has seen many of these things already. He's shown mini guns and flame throwers and said everything in any of his videos is 100% legal to own in the United States (he is in fact, an American living in America if you didn't know)
Reply

zecorezecron
07/17/12 08:05 PM
+3
As someone who has actually made thermite, you can get a couple pounds of the ingredients online at DIY science sites. It looks like the worlds biggest sparkler for about ten seconds. Also sparklers set it off quite well actually.
Reply
BallsToYou
Election 2012
09/26/12 02:18 AM
That's because they have a small amount of magnesium in them.

baaa79
Election 2012
07/06/12 08:29 PM
Im planning on collecting Ragnar bensons books
Reply

Plasma-Mongoose
06/17/12 10:31 PM
-1
Unfortunately here in Oz, we have laws against Improvised Weaponry, you can even be arrested for owning a sharpened comb.
Reply
GhostBrozio
01/06/13 01:37 AM
Oz = Australia downvoters...

Mikdoogal
06/04/12 09:41 PM
+1
You had me with the humor, but after the description under the last photo in #5, where can I leave my number?
Reply

Deadlypizza
06/04/12 10:06 AM
+1
All I can say about Salvia is this: Don't ever try making it into a tea. The resultant brew is some of the nastiest s**t known to man. Tried it once, thought I was going to gag. So gross.
Reply

hall1k
06/02/12 10:51 PM
+1
Just FYI, thermite can be lit with a common sparkler too, but a strip of Mg has the advantage of giving you a bit of a fuse.
Reply

creid
05/31/12 12:04 PM
+14
This article hunted down awesome and beat it to death with its awesomeness
Reply
K_4_Kira
06/04/12 11:24 AM
-5
Then while awsome slay the in a awsome pool of blood this awsome artical rolled awsome other and defiled awsomes still warm ass which was ofcouse caked in awsome death shit. When the awsome artical was done ( but not before awesomely pissing on awsome's corpse) went and got a awsome mini-gun (and attached the most awsome flamthrougher underneath for good measure) went too awsomes home and assaulted awsome's awsome wife (gets a little dark here FYI) smokes a hand full of awsome salvia and funnels awsome thermite into awsome's wife's ass and awesomely lights it which cause's the most awsome display of awsome guts and awsome flames ever seen. AWSOMEThen has cake.That is all

ichioni
Election 2012
02/02/13 05:22 AM
+1
Kira is what happens when a Spambot gains sentience... and it's pretty awesome entertainment!

PatchesO
05/29/12 02:55 AM
+12
I must be one of the least intelligent, most easily entertained people out there. Or maybe I just accept the fact that nobody's perfect, let that which does not matter truly slide and allow this article to fulfill its purpose: entertainment. Either way, I almost never have any criticism of any of the Cracked articles and enjoy all of them, thoroughly.
Reply

deadlydaisy8o8
Election 2012
05/08/12 12:14 PM
+24
God damn. I love living in America.
Reply

JPaganel
04/01/12 10:08 AM
+6
The homemade gun section is a good recipe for getting about 10 years in a federal pound-you-in-the-ass prison.Yes, it's legal to make guns in your garage without filing papers with the ATF. It is not without limitations. No full auto. No rifled barrels shorter than 16 inches if you have a shoulder stock. No smooth barrels shorter than 18 inches, stock or no stock. So, what you see in those pictures being both full auto and smoothbore is a sure ticket to Club Fed, unless you have a manufacturing license.Oh, and that part about the accuracy of an unrifled barrel? Complete bullshit. ATF cares about barrel length and does not give a s**t about accuracy. Smoothbore pistols are quite specifically regulated even though they are a fairly useless thing beyond spitting distance.
Reply
Rabbitfoot92
Election 2012
05/09/12 11:05 PM
+8
He said that as long as it doesn't violate any existing gun laws its legal. d******k, try reading.

Hogtree
03/31/12 10:49 PM
+26
America: The land of the free and the home of building ridiculously overpowered weaponry.
Reply
Father_Time
05/31/12 08:53 PM
+13
We were the first ones to make a nuke after all.

DJtechnosauraus
Election 2012
03/12/12 11:23 AM
+5
DAMNIT! Salvia isn't legal in Illinois, but then again, weeds isn't legal, and people still do it.
Reply

Gilhelmi
Election 2012
03/12/12 09:22 AM
+4
And Im proud to say Im American, Where at least I know Im free.I am something of a survivalist so this article has given me some sources. TY Cracked. I will let the FBI know where I got the info when I am arrested.For the record I was joking. Seriously, I was joking.
Reply

JohnMulroy
02/20/12 01:42 PM
+12
Combine all of these and you have yourself one of Brockway´s Choose YourOwn Misadventures. Get on it Robert!
Reply

apez
02/07/12 01:57 PM
+7
in Finland home-made firearms are illegal unless the person is a pro with a license, "how does one get a license" you might ask, the answer is simple; by attending a school, there's only one though, but it's a vocational school, the best part? One can apply for a vocational school (one of two options for secondary school along with high school) as soon as (s)he finishes the 9 years of comprehensive school, in other words; imagine a class full of 15-16 year olds who are studying how to make firearms from a block of wood and a piece of metal, and after they turn 16 the Government even pays them for it.
Reply
TangoZulu
03/18/12 11:59 AM
+4
At least they're learning something that requires responsibility early on. If they do something stupid with firearm-making equipment, I have to assume they get set back or kicked out.And if not, 16-year olds making guns isn't your biggest problem.

H2Sbass
05/31/12 01:13 PM
+1
Can someone please remind me why our countries don't copy Finland's highly successful social democracy ?

ddoodlebugg
02/02/12 09:55 PM
Most people really hate Salvia for some reason unbeknownst to me.
Reply
Phillip_K_Penis
08/09/12 12:31 PM
+1
mostly because their douchebag friends hand it to them and say "man, it's like weed, but, like, LEGAL, man." imagine for a moment someone handing you a shot of vodka, waiting til you toss it back, then informing you it's super-potent LSD. most people REALLY don't enjoy hallucinogens if they're unprepared for the experience.

JokerFaced
Election 2012
10/07/12 06:00 PM
My friends did that to a kid back in college. It's ok though, we all hated him and he would never go away.

D0CCON
Election 2012
02/02/12 08:13 PM
+4
I google image searched 166 and only saw pictures of cars (and a foot with 2 big holes in it).
Reply
Reckless_rox
02/17/12 12:20 AM
+2
It's sad that I did a similar thing...

Tsuki
01/30/12 01:00 PM
+19
I've done salvia twice (legal in CA). It's definitely interesting...the risk of a bad trip doesn't seem to be too high, and unlike LSD, the effects only last minutes. The main downside...to be completely honest, is the taste. It tastes like death. Death, if you added genocide by fire into the mix.Not to mention it's not particularly a recreational drug.
Reply
JokerFaced
Election 2012
10/07/12 06:03 PM
+6
Just make sure the TV is off if there is one around.I can attest to that advice myself. Ray Romano's home terrorized me for three minutes once. Of course, that 3 minutes was a lifetime for me. Salvia is a Narnia of a drug.

Andrichus
01/24/12 12:09 PM
-10
i dont believe you mentioned that many of the experts (whatever field that is) studying the old testament agree that 666 was a mistranslation, and should be 616... wait... arse!well it says in revelations that wormwood will rain from the skies during the end, and the russian for wormwood is chernobyl. in chernobyl nuclear powerstation a meltdown years ago means that the sheep farmed in my country have to pass radiation tests before slaughter because waist from the explosion still rains down on us. the hills are full of nuclear waist, and the sheep have to be purified before testing. and i'm not even anywhere near russia.
ReplyHide AllSee All 8 Replies
JackPearl
Election 2012
02/25/12 02:50 PM
+14
What the f**k does that have to do with this article.

tattooz
03/20/12 11:05 AM
0
purify the sheep before testing!! yea, pure sheep are a requirement for any sacrificial rituals! wormwood, russians, and slaughtered "waists!" behold, 616 mistranslated from WTF?

Geezer63
01/22/12 03:27 PM
-11
"...but it requires no more equipment then an average homeowner..." Tell you what, Robert Evans, before you consider yourself a writer, spend some time learning the difference between "then" and "than." Just so you won't look like an idiot.
ReplyHide AllSee All 4 Replies
Burnthejacket
Election 2012
01/30/12 12:14 PM
+13
Some people think "then" and "than" can outsmart Robert. Maybe. *sniff* Maybe.

Chaco-latte
03/25/12 10:29 PM
+1
Seriously, who the f**k cares?

paperalien
12/23/11 12:13 AM
+21
I still liked the minigun that cost 400,000.... to fire for 12 seconds.
Reply
tittylovin
Election 2012
04/08/12 10:51 PM
+1
So glad I'm not the only one who thought that.

mo-117
12/17/11 01:13 AM
+19
"Just burn everything around the fire to cinders, and it won't have anywhere to spread!" - The Captain Price method of fire control
Reply
pinhead61187
06/21/12 08:13 PM
i will be so glad when the COD-phase is over. it's been pretty much the same since MW2.

EndWggn
12/11/11 04:03 PM
+40
Dude, I can smoke my own saliva? Sweet!......oh wait.......SALVIA. Ok.
Reply
Ashtherion
Election 2012
01/21/12 06:20 PM
+8
*bong noises*

pocketlint60
Election 2012
12/07/11 06:56 PM
+6
Looks like all that "$400,000 to fire this weapon" tomfoolery may have some merit to it. Also, Ragnar "the Red" Benson. I said it first.
Reply

Raven2790
12/05/11 06:55 AM
+3
I was hoping someone would know what the "166" was
Reply
musthaveit
01/06/12 12:16 PM
+1
I'm almost certain it is some kind of meat, with mustard zig-zagged across it and bits of scallion in the background (the green bits)

Rastabilly
Election 2012
11/30/11 02:44 PM
+35
Everybody's talking about the guns and flamethrowers... And nobody noticed the f*****g puppy with a shotgun up his ass?
Reply

Tiiights
11/26/11 06:11 PM
+1
Flamethrowers, miniguns and bs homemade weapons that make no sense whatsoever. Hmm, this whole thing kind of looks like a TF2 joke c:
Reply
Burnthejacket
Election 2012
01/30/12 12:16 PM
+1
Oh, it's not a joke. It's a call for all TF2 fanatics to get together and live the dream.

Zomborgon
Election 2012
11/20/11 10:41 AM
+1
#4- You don't need another person to pull a trigger for you- just set up your homemade deathtrap against a sturdy tree, then use a pulley (tree branch) and a string latched around the trigger. Safe enough, you just need some string and perhaps a fire extinguisher.
Reply
Kamorth
05/09/12 12:15 AM
+3
*goes to look that up on on the Darwin Awards website*

Dsc01
11/18/11 05:14 PM
-3
Salvia sucks giant f*****g goat balls. So bad.
Reply
SeanYamazaki
12/02/11 11:01 PM
-2
Yeah, and state governments are patting themselves on the back for making it illegal.

Timilicious
11/16/11 09:58 AM
+22
I think I just found my Christmas shopping list. f**k ponies and Barbies. My nieces will be quite content with Miniguns and Flamethrowers. And the Ragnar Benson collection will be the perfect stocking stuffer.
Reply
Emtp3195
03/13/12 09:31 PM
+2
These are what I want Santa to bring ME for Christmas!!

giovannisorta
Election 2012
11/06/11 04:35 PM
+20
Miniguns & Flamethrowers are legal. Holy s**t all we need now is a platoon supply of pulse rifles & we can go Alien hunting.
Reply

thesixthdegree
10/28/11 09:52 AM
+52
"In 1968, Brazilian firefighters armed with flamethrowers defended a group of children from the onslaught of buzzing death"I'm now forced to believe that Brazilians have a much more literal and awesome definition of "firefighting" than we do.
Reply
JpDesilets
06/02/12 12:00 PM
+8
as a wildland firefighter, I often get to set fires, to prevent and/or stop wildfires.. I don't however, have a flamethrower

ichioni
Election 2012
02/02/13 05:15 AM
+2
You'll get one of those when you level-up to Wildland Firefighter Rank 26!(next level you just get free nachos and a hat)

EdDeRs1
Election 2012
10/27/11 07:14 AM
+12
come on guys! where is FPSRussia's 40mm machine gun! ITS A f*****g LEGAL ARETILERY PICE!!!
Reply

Jack_Is_Back
10/22/11 11:58 PM
+6
i think i want a flamethrower now i know its not illegal.
Reply

Fire=Cleanser
Election 2012
10/21/11 04:00 PM
+19
Chucklefucking?I'm gonna start saying that
Reply

sdmitch16
Election 2012
10/11/11 02:22 PM
-1
The M134 has a maximum firing rate of 100 rounds per second, not 166.
Reply

Mrs.Magno
10/09/11 07:58 PM
0
But don't smoke marijuana... it's WAAAAAAAAY worse. ???
Reply
racharacha
12/06/11 12:34 PM
+1
Poor satire, or confused opinion. Either way, it's a very indecisive way to say something.

DuncePatrol
09/29/11 11:22 PM
+1
In the prairie states flame throwers are used to burn off grass. Ours was more of a propane bottle giant lighter. You have to back burn into the wind to control it (esp. since the controllers are kids w/ shovels). Every year the neighbors lit their fields w/ the wind - poof - there went the grass! Every year 'til the fire jumped the road and burned their outbuildings anyway...
Reply

Anchupom
Election 2012
09/29/11 03:13 PM
+12
Right, I have me some salvia and thermite. I'm off to burn a hole through that amorphous blob that keeps mocking me for spending too much time on the internet. And the floor underneath it.Okay, I don't own either of those. But salvia on certain websites seems worryingly cheap.
Reply
Ashtherion
Election 2012
01/21/12 06:23 PM
+4
You talking about the amorphous blob or the floor beneath it?

ichioni
Election 2012
02/02/13 05:24 AM
+2
I've seen amorphous blobs on certain websites for pretty cheap also *shudders*

Donnerjack
09/29/11 05:45 AM
+1
Fun article, but no, that is not a Yugo.
Reply

ecfy
09/26/11 01:33 PM
+7
ohhh salvia. i seriously thought i had passed away. the most dangerous part of it's use is the fact that while on it, i had lost the ability to tell myself i had just done a drug. i finally regained my reality, only capable of saying, "whoa" and "no", i was sitting in a different seat than when i started and apparantly had to be restrained because i was trying to climb on top of the television set. the kind of experience you wouldnt wish on your worst enemies but need your best friends to have. if that makes any sense
Reply
JackTheBaboon
Election 2012
09/26/11 09:39 PM
+9
oh, yeah? well, when i did it, i was so high i jumped out of a 10th story window and died.

JayGodin
11/18/11 08:25 AM
+3
I tried to run up a wall, while laying on the couch upside down.....

winstoncdumas
09/08/11 05:14 PM
0
Lol, how ironic that Cracked making a list of things that seem illegal although they are not falls under the First Amendment as well.
Reply

Swrrws
08/30/11 10:29 PM
+1
If a person builds an automatic firearm in their garage, barrel rifled or not, and does not possess the proper federal license that person will go to federal prison if caught. The mini-gun is not legal either. Like the article states you have to have a federal permit to own that particular death machine. And they don't exactly give those out like candy on Halloween. Mini-guns are f*****g awesome though. In the Vietnam War they would mount two on a few different varieties of cargo plane and use it for direct ground support. Just one burst from both guns would saturate an area the size of a football field placing one round in every square foot of real estate. If a person was even in the general area that those deathsticks were pointed that person would be reduced to oatmeal pretty instantaneously. I want one. To attach to my flamethrower.
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
ph3
09/28/11 07:56 AM
+3
Actually, they do give those out like candy on Halloween. It's not technically a "permit", which is where you and the Cracked article go off course. Technically, the feds don't have the power (thanks to the 2nd Ammendment) to actually ban automatic weapons. What they did instead was invent a complicated tax code by which they can pseudo-regulate them through taxation. Basically each item (e.g. automatic weapon, silencer) you own has to be "registered" on the tax books of the National Firearms Act registry, and you pay a tax (up to a whole $200) to get them registered and get a little tax stamp mailed to you.All you have to do (and many, many people do this regularly without incident) is create a cheap-o LLC corporation in your home state (very easy), and then your LLC corporation files for the tax stamp for the item you're about to purchase (e.g., a grenade launcher). Filing as an individual gets more complicated, but LLCs are granted stamps without question, and it's trivial for any individual to set up a cheap LLC.The only additional complication for the case of automatic weapons (well, aside from several states having state-level laws that ban them), is another law passed in 1986 prevented any further civilian-owned autos from being added to the Registry mentioned above. So now the trade in tax-stamps civilian full-autos is limited to only those registered before some date in 1986, and due to the limited supply the prices are somewhat outrageous (e.g. 15K for a Colt M16 that would cost ~$1.5K if it weren't for the limited supply problem).

JWSmythe
11/19/11 10:44 AM
I went to a gun store recently, and bought my AR-15. They had a selection of silencers, and some automatic weapons. I talked to them a little bit about it, as I've been interested in buying some, just because I can't. :) As I understood it, it was a nightmare to do. They have a lawyer who will do all the paperwork. I believe they said it costs a couple hundred dollars, and takes about a month.Now that I know it's not very hard to do, I may do it someday. It doesn't quite have the same appeal, since it is easy enough to do. :) I can think of plenty of better ways to spend the money. I just added it to the end of the bucket list, after "Exceed service ceiling and max airspeed in a Gulfstream". :)

pie42795
Election 2012
08/29/11 11:09 AM
Haaaa! I saw that American Dad reference!
Reply

Eviscia
08/23/11 09:43 AM
+1
I want a puppy gun.
Reply
shogunwolf1073
08/26/11 07:28 PM
+4
same here! oh and land mines that look like boobs!

KatSutter
08/20/11 06:55 PM
+4
Where can I get a flamethrower? I wanna use it on my neighbors the next time they stay up all night setting off firecrackers in their backyard (that is VERY CLOSE TO OUR'S) and yakking it up while the rest of us are trying to sleep. Fuckers.
Reply
Deceptively
05/22/12 09:53 AM
Go with the Tannerite, mate...

PatchesO
05/29/12 02:37 AM
lol Toss some jars of tannerite into their backyard and shoot at them with your silenced, homemade minigun. o.0 Then burn their house down with your flamethrower

max8987
08/20/11 07:13 AM
-3
dude wtf... the sun does not burn at 5000 degrees farenheit... lol more like ~27 million. unless they got a real cold sun in chucklefuck
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
jazzcat
08/29/11 01:33 PM
Are you sure you didn't just make that up?

Solshaker
09/11/11 12:10 AM
+1
That's the core temperature of the sun. The author meant 2500 degrees Celsius, which would be 5000 Celsius, which isn't too far off from the surface temperature of the sun.

max8987
08/20/11 07:09 AM
+25
"We have no idea what this is, but it was one of the first results when we did a Google Image search for '166.'"Cracked writing method
Reply
Eviscia
08/23/11 09:48 AM
+1
haha that was the best

DoctorAwesome
08/10/11 07:59 AM
Salvia is illegal in Illinois D:
Reply
eiahunter
08/25/11 06:55 PM
+1
Then move to another state. For America (and salvia).

SamuelEvans
08/09/11 05:05 AM
+3
This author is my brother.
Reply
TeabagSmith
09/30/11 01:27 AM
+8
You only say that because you are on salvia. It will pass.

Awesome_Possum
08/08/11 06:31 PM
+3
"chuckefucking sun." will you marry me? :P
Reply

Howitzer21
08/08/11 10:11 AM
Guns with non-rifled barrels (the main definition for the word "muskets") are known to be accurate for far more than a few inches. I know this was an exaggeration in the article, which would accurately describe some low-quality homemade stuff, but still. In the American Revolutionary War, muskets, which were still the standard, were typically accurate up to about 75 yards.
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
Magwa
08/27/11 12:16 PM
Could you define "accurate" here? Because being able to hit a house from 75 yards away doesn't constitute accuracy these days. That came off kind of harsh... hmm... didn't mean to.

Solshaker
09/11/11 12:12 AM
Long barreled weapons yes, but a pistol wasn't gonna do you any good past like 10 yards until the late 1800s.

LuisMayorga
Election 2012
08/01/11 03:50 PM
-1
this is old. very old.
Reply

redelman431
08/01/11 02:28 PM
+2
This article is obviously old. Salvia is not legal anymore.
Reply
christian2626
08/05/11 09:24 PM
+1
yes, it is actually. not in all states, as they clearly said in the article however. and you have to be 18

river37
09/30/11 03:15 PM
Wikipedia has a pretty extensive list on where it is or isn't legal. In my state it's a misdemeanor to use as a drug, but perfectly legal to use as part of your landscape or even to harvest or sell for landscaping purposes.

Pat8u
07/31/11 05:03 AM
wait by these standards it would be allowable to make a flamethrower I have had ideas
Reply

uncarastus
07/28/11 06:19 AM
+1
Whow wouldn't want to come up and pet a puppy? Even if it is highly weaponized?
Reply

Colonel_Korg
07/13/11 06:57 AM
I have made thermite back when I was in HS chemistry. Fun stuff. It will melt through anything.
Reply
TeabagSmith
09/30/11 01:29 AM
Don't be an ass. It won't melt water or paper.

PatchesO
05/29/12 02:42 AM
On a more serious note, I don't think it will melt through some ceramics.

Geosis
07/12/11 09:01 AM
Odd that the article didn't mention the 40mm. Seriously, what kind of country allows civilians to own such a weapon? Madness, Madness I tell you!
Reply
Sligking
Election 2012
07/29/11 07:15 PM
Um, compate a 40mm to a gun that can fire 160 high powered rounds per second. Sure, the bullets are smaller, but when one can blow a small tree apart, something that lobs thousands a minute is hard to top.

jegsimmons
09/19/11 11:34 AM
ok how about this.....when you buy a 40mm....who else knows you bought one?the f*****g FBI.thats why its not a big issue.

Xaelai
07/08/11 04:37 PM
Thermite, not explosive?Errr.Mix it with ice.There you go, your very own homemade bomb. Even a small amount of thermite (a small bucket worth) and a couple bags of ice you can buy for $1 each is enough to make a bomb nearly as strong as a stick of dynamite. The Mythbusters proved this one right awhile back.
Reply
danielabens
08/06/11 08:22 PM
Thermite doesn't explode, it burns

Peregrine
08/11/11 11:59 AM
Watch the Mythbusters episode 'Thermite and Ice'.

hdsmiddy
07/03/11 12:03 PM
0
this so stupid all of those are controlled by either the DEA or ATF (except the mantrapping book) fact check me i dare you
ReplyHide AllSee All 4 Replies
AndyWise
07/04/11 02:21 PM
+1
Nope, I can make Thermite any time I want. Of course I'm not going to at this point because I don't have a need to, but I still could.

astuartgirl
Election 2012
08/05/11 05:28 AM
+4
When would anyone NOT have a need to make Thermite?? madness i tell you madness!!

The_Unoriginal
06/11/11 09:47 PM
$400,000? For twelve sec(JOKE IS NO LONGER FUNNY)
Reply
astuartgirl
Election 2012
08/05/11 05:31 AM
+1
Hooker not work out for you last night?

fusionkitty
06/11/11 02:02 PM
+3
Best use of thermite: art critic. Cut down all those god-f**king-awful metal abortions the government put in front of every public building back in the '70's.
Reply
redskevin88
03/10/12 04:57 AM
they are there 2 protect the buildings from truck bombs

omegasword45
Election 2012
05/31/11 01:03 PM
Ebay, here i come!
Reply

Possumzilla
Election 2012
05/29/11 11:17 AM
I think thatpicture under minigun is of cake close up. Or maybe I'm just a fatty with cake on the brain?
ReplyHide AllSee All 4 Replies
minitune
05/30/11 01:37 AM
I thought it was enchiladas.

Maplasia
07/14/11 09:28 AM
I thought it was some variety of charred animal flesh.

Chaotic-one
05/27/11 02:10 PM
"That pesky 1st Amendment" even in jest there are many little snippet that you toss out cracked that are continually disappointing.
Reply
destroyah22
06/05/11 06:18 PM
+2
your grammar is horrible, check yourself lest you look stupid... too late

rockerest
05/27/11 12:19 PM
Okay, the temperature of the sun is effectively 5578 Kelvin. Kelvin. Kelvin and Fahrenheit are very, very different. So while thermite may burn at temperatures up to 2500 Fahrenheit, that is much closer to 1/4 the temperature of the Sun, not 1/2. Of course, these numbers are nothing to sneeze at, but it's a pretty glaring difference.
Reply
chikinjoe
06/10/11 09:46 AM
He said "almost half as hot" that's a broad statement that is difficult to disprove, because it is relative

JackTheBaboon
Election 2012
09/26/11 10:26 PM
+1
that's still depressingly low for the sun... it's, like, the 2nd hottest thing in the solar system and that's it?what's the hottest, you ask? well, that's me, of course.what? that's a corny joke, you say? well, then... maybe you shouldn't have set me up for it.

JohnCates
05/22/11 01:12 PM
i have looked into buying all but the ranger Benson books but know i am thank you
Reply
minitune
05/30/11 01:40 AM
You can get them on Kindle. Or, if you are a true Benson fan, you can torrent them.

OzzyOffDrugs
Election 2012
05/22/11 07:37 AM
Is it wierd that my first thought upon finishing this list was "Half of these are weapons in Team Fortress 2"?
Reply
Mr.Whatever
05/22/11 01:24 PM
How awesome would it be to add Thermite to the Spy as a replacement for the Sapper? You slap it on a sentry and it doesn't do anything, unless someone (Friend or foe) sets it on fire, such as with random spy checking! =D

Nalos
07/12/11 10:03 AM
Demoman should get explosives of horrifying quality, held together by tape and scrap. No demolitions man worth his sulfur has an eye in his head by thirty, you know.

AndyNation
05/21/11 04:15 AM
Thats not a Yugo...its a Peugeot 205.
Reply

Shermana
05/18/11 04:43 PM
Salvia: For if you still doubt the existence of the soul.
Reply

chrisboote
05/13/11 03:18 AM
I still love the word 'chucklef**king' and think it should be used more
Reply

luckyluke13
05/01/11 10:15 AM
thermite is the BEST. it can burn metal!!
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
Chaotic-one
05/27/11 02:11 PM
so can magnesium and rocket-fuel, the latter of which you can learn how to make on youtube >< and involves using rust as an oxidizing agent similar to thermite.

CarrieVS
Election 2012
05/30/11 03:34 AM
my favourite experiment in chemistry lessons. Sadly only the teacher was allowed to do it.

Krisl
04/30/11 11:18 AM
Why is the author calling for all these things to be made legal when none of them have really done any harm in the civilian capacity? When's the last time a nutjob opened up with a flamethrower in a crowded mall? A mini-gun school shooting?
ReplyHide AllSee All 4 Replies
RandomG
05/01/11 02:12 PM
0
Er, he's not. He's telling us why they're already legal. That's...that's pretty hard to miss with basic reading comprehension.

lancerx
05/03/11 12:09 PM
+1
thanks for playing!

Lymanzerga7285
04/25/11 11:06 AM
In America, it is definitely illegal to build a firarm without the proper type of Federal Firearms License.
ReplyHide AllSee All 4 Replies
DavidNeedham
05/02/11 07:31 AM
+2
Actually, it's only illegal to sell or give the weapon to someone else. As long as you keep it, it's legal.

Solarcide
07/27/11 09:34 PM
You've obviously never visited Texas...

tofamoustocare
04/23/11 06:42 PM
0
Im for marijuanna legalization, however b***hing that guns are legal but pot isn't is a non-sequitor argument. Weed does not have the ability to stop someone from killing you or keep the government in check from abuses of the populace.
ReplyHide AllSee All 5 Replies
Blandure
05/01/11 02:27 PM
+4
I'm against legalization, but I wanted to comment because I appreciate the intellectual honesty of what you said. Thank you. It's pretty rare to see someone on either side of this argument whose head isn't up their own ass.

shakerattleroll
05/17/11 10:12 AM
-3
Sounds like some samef*gging ^^^

Sketch98
04/18/11 06:48 PM
New goal, make an enchilada shooter.
Reply

Angryloofah
04/18/11 04:28 PM
Interesting read, but the goddamn Dolemite reference was PRICELESS. Thanks for that.
Reply

CraigRobbins
04/18/11 10:49 AM
too bad salvia is actually illegal in Ohio and quite a few other states...
Reply
Drunkencookie
04/18/11 02:49 PM
It probably wasn't when this article was written, states have been making it illegal over the past two year, it used to legal in Iowa too...

ToddASheneman
04/13/11 09:59 AM
I am soooooo buying me a flamethrower now....
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
degas22
Election 2012
04/18/11 02:49 PM
pfft you can make one

MoldyPear
06/21/11 11:06 AM
+1
I can make a flamethrower from a squirt gun AND MY OWN PISS.

Trappy3010
Election 2012
04/10/11 10:43 AM
+1
"Gee, I'd sure like to set those people on fire over there. But I'm too far away to get the job done. If only I had something that could throw flame ON THEM."Thus, the flamethrower was born.
Reply

Solshaker
04/08/11 11:52 PM
+1
I was reading the part about the flamethrowers as our final defense against the Bee menace...and I have the answer. It's time to bring back Crocodile tanks from (I think) the Vietnam War. Fully armored tanks with mounted flame throwers, a range of 60 yards and hundreds of gallons of fuel.
ReplyHide AllSee All 5 Replies
Groucho1
05/03/11 03:41 PM
0
The Churchill 'Crocodile' was a variant of the British Churchill heavy tank in WWII. NOT Vietnam.

savagebeatings
Election 2012
05/05/11 04:31 PM
if not from the vietnam war.. then they probably should have been in the vietnam war.

bugme
03/07/11 06:21 PM
+1
I've used Tannerite myself. You can't "coat" a car or anything else in tannerite, because it pretty much consists of a bunch of little white, powdery, chemical BBs, which would mostly just roll right off whatever you put them on. You have to keep the stuff confined in the plastic jar it comes in or some other container, and shoot it with a high-powered rifle to set it off (a .22 won't do it). Even if you could coat something in it, the chemical reaction won't happen if it's not confined together as one mass, so something coated in it would be almost impossible to set off.
Reply
lancerx
05/03/11 12:11 PM
aw sweet thanks man!

JimBobJoeBob
02/24/11 10:57 PM
+1
Salvia's been illegal in MN for nearly two years now.
Reply

Joach
02/02/11 08:07 AM
+1
Check out the youtube video, and subsequent confirming by the mythbusters of using ice and thermite to make a 20 ft. high fireball.
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
hoboguru
03/16/11 03:18 PM
Ah Mythbusters, is there anything they won't explode?

Nnoitra
04/05/11 11:31 PM
Um... nope.

ElkianLionblood
01/18/11 03:40 PM
I've heard of a situation where a cop warned a man demonstrating a home-made flamethrower that, had he been on duty, he would have had to arrest the man for having a weapon of mass destruction.Is it a bad thing that I'm trying to figure out how to combine some of these?
Reply
Omega.Serris
05/06/11 08:41 AM
With Saliva, you could pickup a stick and pretend its anyone of these weapons. :-)

Rayvn7
01/15/11 12:34 AM
+1
There is no such word as "marijuana", which was a term invented to convince voters that anti-hemp ads were true since they didn't use the word "hemp", so they voted to make a statute against it and practically rioted when they found out the word doesn't exist a d that the untrue ads were targeted at hemp. There are also NO laws against the use of hemp (that is why hemp twine, shampoo, essential oil, soap, plastic, etc., is sold at some retail stores, including corporate ones), and there are no federal laws against smoking hemp.
Reply
Joach
02/02/11 08:14 AM
Actually there is, it's spanish. Originially spelled Marihuana due to the fact that the dudes back then didn't understand the concept of a j making a h sound. One of the propaganda techniques the government used during the depression was that the Mexican immigrants, who were completely legal citizens, were so doped up that if the public agreed to illegalize pot they would say f**k it and go back to Mexico where it was still legal, although it was still like the wild west, except much worse, where there were no jobs, lots of disease and you were just as likely to breath as to get your town invaded by some rampaging "rebels" as it was for the army to do the same thing and kill you fighting over what little s**t you do have.

NateS
02/27/11 01:18 PM
+1
smoking hemp would be pointless, seeing how it contains no THC.

SimDW
Election 2012
11/25/10 06:55 PM
I am heavy weapons guy... and this is my weapon.
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
Xtron2112
04/04/11 10:00 PM
"WHO TOUCHED MY GUN?!?!"BTW, is it Sacha, Natasha, or Brass beast?

bando_red
04/18/11 09:16 AM
Sacha is the default one, and you unlock Natasha

emo_bob
Election 2012
11/12/10 03:43 PM
Actually, putting thermite in a metal bucket on top of some ice will inexplicably make it explode. They did it on Mythbusters
Reply
insaneguy101
12/05/10 09:43 AM
thermite and tannerite. not really the same thing.

GeneralBean
12/30/10 02:46 AM
+1
Its not too weird - you heat any solid to ten times its boiling point in a fraction of a second, yeah, it will explode.

Bncbck
10/27/10 07:50 AM
Just outta curiosity, what materials are able to withstand burning thermite?
ReplyHide AllSee All 5 Replies
Tarantula
11/05/10 03:18 AM
Titanium....thast all i really knowIt will go through steel...so all those bank vaults and car bonnets are dead!awesomly if you put it on the bonnet of a car it will melt through the bonnet, then through the engine making it explode when the fuel ignites from the heat...there are a ton of vids on youtube

Solshaker
04/08/11 11:56 PM
Tungsten. It's melting point is over 6,000 degrees Fahrenheit.

BruinDanny
10/03/10 08:42 PM
+1
I googled 166 and I got cars and boobs
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
hipdoof
02/02/11 12:47 PM
+1
you'll get boobs for 95% of google searches

Ansva
04/18/11 07:07 PM
+1
I searched honey, looking for information on the food made by bees, and got boobs.

Riptide
09/16/10 05:27 PM
-2
I want to try salvia just for curiosity's sake.
Reply
...Oh.Ok.
04/18/11 10:31 AM
I want to try it to get high.

i.nuthead
Election 2012
09/04/10 08:18 PM
Thanks Cracked. If I ever find myself in prison hatching an escape plan, I will surely remember about Thermite.
Reply

Mischievous
09/02/10 06:33 PM
Salvia is legal and it's actually surprising that it is when you give it a try. For many people it ends up terrifying, in my experiences it's not enjoyable, it's either calm and spiritual, just plain trippy, or terrifying.Anyone that says it's lame purely because the trip lasts for 6 minutes probably has the wrong intention when they say that, the real reason it's not popular and not enjoyable is 6 minutes in extremely intense hallucinations that often make you disconnected with your body and with reality when you do it right.The amount of people on youtube buying the strongest extract they can afford and using it because "LolZ so awesome LEGAL HIGH" just baffles me completely, and then they make videos about how terrible it all was.
Reply

johny_toreno
07/30/10 01:58 PM
ummm... Could anyone please say how could lye soap and bathtub help to get rid of a dead body. It just seems unlogical.
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
ChristopherDiaz
08/05/10 03:15 PM
If I recall correctly, lye soap is more than a little caustic. The bathtub would be for draining the corpse-goop.

JigabooJigger
12/27/10 01:35 PM
+1
Breaking Bad ftw!

El_Guapo
Election 2012
07/23/10 03:12 AM
HOLY-f**k!!!!!!!! I COULD OWN A MINI-GUN?!?!?!?!?! f**k YEAH!!!!
ReplyHide AllSee All 5 Replies
GunsBeerFreedom
10/30/10 02:38 PM
Yeah, after you pony up the cash, go through an extremely extensive background check with the ATF, get approval form your county sheriff (that part is void if you're incorporated), and then pay a transfer tax ($200). Oh, and you can't live in one of the states (I believe there are 8) that don't allow fully automatic firearms.

hoboguru
03/16/11 03:20 PM
+1
Why thank you Sargent Buzzkill.

jksedlis
07/16/10 05:57 AM
0
I'm kind of surprised that no one mentioned the fact that the "166" picture is just enchiladas.
Reply
StrayBullet
07/20/10 12:14 AM
Maybe because it is heavily implied that it isn't actually bullets.

DamnHoneyBadger
02/02/11 09:17 AM
0
besides 200 enchiladas heading at your face every second wouldn't be pleasant either.

NightWave2
07/16/10 12:36 AM
why are flamethrowers on this list?In the us you can get guns. that is way more wtf. nothing good can be acoplished with guns, but lots of good things can be accoplished with flamethrowers.cracked fail.
ReplyHide AllSee All 10 Replies
StrayBullet
07/20/10 12:17 AM
The list is called "7 Items You WON'T Believe Are Actually Legal"You know damn well that guns are legal but how many people do you expect to know flamethrowers are legal. I sure didn't know.

PATH
Election 2012
08/06/10 11:50 PM
I hope it occurred to you that the police have guns...

JustinKWeaver
07/15/10 08:51 AM
I can tell you why salvia is mostly legal. The trips are usually so terrifying there very few repeat let alone addicted users. Though I have to admit without trying salvia I never could have imagined what it would be like to be made out of glass and stuck in a rock tumbler in outer space.
ReplyHide AllSee All 4 Replies
rodvinsky
07/15/10 01:07 PM
s**t, i wanna try that stuff

Pueblo
07/15/10 09:45 PM
Seconded.

berretaboy357
06/28/10 07:38 PM
my new favorite word is chucklef**king. thanks robert!
Reply

Arc9
06/25/10 02:37 PM
+1
Disclaimer: Minigun's are not infantry weapons. That's why they don't give the infantry miniguns. At most, they can stick small lower-RPM versions on a vehicle of some sort. But you can't stick an actual mini gun on an infantryman. That's why it's not an infantry weapon. It's just a weapon. A dangerous, awe-inspiring weapon. But a weapon nonetheless.
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
jibsheet
07/15/10 10:52 AM
+1
so, a cavalry weapon, then?

Gusboy
Election 2012
08/02/10 04:58 AM
+2
Horse mounted miniguns? I may have just jizzed.

choronzon
04/07/10 09:46 AM
Thermite is legal because it´s impossible to ban aluminium or iron...and while it´s not "technically" an explosive, you can make quite a f**king isobaric bomb with it O_oThe cheapest way to ignite thermite is with a simple sparkler, yep, the party onesBesides, salvia sucks for me, those physical sensations of being stretched miles apart, or being flattened by a giantic spiky roller are not my cup of tea at all, thanks
Reply
Nnoitra
09/02/10 05:25 AM
f**kin thermite + block of ice = ASSPLOSION!! :D

BillLumberg
03/16/10 01:42 AM
Both flamethrowers and thermite have loads of legitimate uses. Like large chainsaws, or jackhammers, they seem pretty bats**t crazy until you are in that situation where nothing else will get the job done.The sale of Salvia has now been outlawed in my state, but my room-mate gave me her bag of the 60x s**t, saying that she never wanted to see it again. Having copped only a mild head-change from smoking "normal" salvia, I figured that a couple of bat-hits of this stuff would be a good little experiment. Two solid tokes of it put me in a state of intense, extremely unpleasant psychosis for about 20 minutes. I hardly think it matters that salvia can't be bought here anymore- I suspect that there are many people like me with little baggies of the stuff sitting unwanted in a sock drawer.Whether we're talking about drugs or weapons, what the government REALLY gets worked up about is those things which optimise both danger and convenience, as those are the things which the masses will seek in droves. Thus, a big-ass shotgun in your trunk isn't such a big deal, but an unlicensed handgun in your waistband may get your ass sent to jail for a long time. Likewise, the drugs the government is most spastic about are the ones that people can use daily without having to watch their toes melt all the time.As for the bill of rights and firearms, I think that we should honor the intentions of the founding fathers, while recognizing how society has changed, by allowing all citizens to bear any weapons that would have been available in the late 1700's- so, no modern, mass-produced rifles or pistols would be allowed, but you could, on the other hand, defend your person and property with the biggest cannons and blunderbusses that you or your neighborhood smithy could devise, and you could also feel free to stroll about town with your musket at the ready, bayonet and all.
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
IronSight
09/07/10 11:00 PM
that's just absurd, by the same token we could then "honor" the 1st amendment by only allowing forms of speech available when the bill of rights was written; which makes your internet posting rather ironicand as far as "recognizing how society has changed", you fail to realize that modern weapons, while being easier to use, are also safer and more accurate; I sure as hell would rather a person who carries for self-defense carry a modern shotgun versus a blunderbuss, or a 1911 instead of a smooth-bore pistol

DireCrow
02/24/11 03:25 PM
That's probably why salvia is used to treat depression. You suddenly realize your normal life isn't so bad. :D

feedmygiraffe
03/05/10 03:40 AM
salvia is pretty f**king weird but has a couple big drawbacks as a recreational high1) it wears off very quickly, six minutes maximum (if you're gonna waste money on drugs they really should last longer than six f**king minutes)2) it tastes like s**t when you smoke it (like a turd stewed in burnt tea)3) it's f**king expensive and every time you use it your tolerance goes way the hell up so eventually you'd have to shell out 80 bucks for a gram of the higher power extracts just to taste wet poop and see UFOs for 30 seconds (bear in mind that decent pot only costs 10 bucks a gram and lasts for a hell of a lot longer than 6 minutes)in short, if you're planning on smoking a plant in order to alter your perceptions just get some f**king weed and stop worrying about what is and isn't legal (especially if you happen to find yourself in british columbia or amsterdam)
Reply
evilmidget
04/19/10 07:02 PM
actually, you can find it pretty cheap at Mexican grocery stores believe it or not. and its strong stuff too.

Taranaich
02/03/10 09:17 PM
I can't be the only one who's looking at the thermite and thinking "damn, I could really go for some gingerbread right now..."
Reply
feedmygiraffe
03/05/10 03:43 AM
I had almost the same thought, except replace the "gingerbread" part with "red velvet cake"

White_Queen
02/02/10 12:28 PM
Cracked has the worst spam ever >_>
Reply
Flashpenny
06/04/10 03:31 PM
My advice: tie the spammers up with rope after an instruction manual from Ragnar Benson, coat them in tannerite and thermite, shoot them with a flamethrower, a mini-gun and a homemade machine simultaneously then smoke some salvia to celebrate.

Owlhatman
02/01/10 10:33 PM
What are you going to do to stop the flame from traveling back up your lighter fluid stream into the watergun and having it explode all over you Giondi?
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
twilson5
02/18/10 03:27 PM
Actually, I've done this before, but with gasoline. The flame can't travel back into the gun because there is no oxygen inside. Or something. It doesn't seem to explode anyway.

Kiebland
Election 2012
08/29/11 08:54 PM
the best thing to use is tiki torch fluid.

Giondi
Election 2012
02/01/10 01:43 PM
Why would anyone pay $300 for a flamethrower? Just make one out of a water gun, some lighter fluid, and a match.
ReplyHide AllSee All 3 Replies
feedmygiraffe
03/05/10 03:27 AM
why even go that far when all you need is a can of hairspray and any possible source of open flame

StrwindXGP
06/18/10 07:29 PM
why even go that far when you can just be done with it and do your mom

shugotenshi
01/09/10 03:59 AM
Salvia really is not as extreme as this article makes out. My friends and I have taken the highest strength we could get our hands on....Nobody passed out, even with a fully packed pipe, and the trippin lasts less than 30 minutes.I saw everything in colours, one guy thought he was lord of a castle and we were all his loyal subjects and a few people fell off the stool we used to smoke on...Really not the best seating device to use while tripping out.I want a flamethrower :(
Reply

Buggy
01/01/10 04:28 PM
Deployable Brownings are legal too. I saw one at a gunshop.
Reply
bando_red
07/15/10 03:48 PM
I shot one that was mounted on a tripod in the back of a restored WWII Willys Jeep. It was converted to 8mm Mauser and semi auto, but you can get full auto ones if you have Class III license.

iamhuman
10/29/09 11:25 PM
magic mushroom is still legal in Indonesia btw
Reply

Mr.Tea
10/17/09 02:54 AM
Um, CRACKED, honey? The GE Mini-gun isn't an infantry weapon. Contrary to what Hollywood told you, these things don't spin under their own power; you need an enormous battery that no individual could ever hope to carry on top of a huge ammunition supply. The Mini-gun (so called because it's a scaled-down version of the massive Vulcan cannon, it's not "mini" by any other definition) is exclusively mounted on vehicles because it's too damned big to go anywhere else.
ReplyHide AllSee All 5 Replies
deathguise99
01/25/10 01:05 PM
thats why they clarified in that section that you needed an extensive mounting system. read the article before you comment, dolt

Mr.Tea
03/11/10 05:42 PM
Deathguise: I read the f**king article, you goddamn moron. Did you SEE any mention of ammunition or power supply in the f**king article, you goddamn moron? No, you goddamn moron, because Mr. Evans didn't know about them, and assumed that they work like they do in the movies, just as a goddamn moron like yourself would. In summary, you need more than a mounting system to use one, you GODDAMN MORON!

Escaped-Lunatic
10/14/09 09:08 PM
Just remember the Chicago way! You use a homemade flame thrower on them, and the G-Men will use a bazooka on you! That's the Chi way...Open up with a homemade mini gun, letting off 166 rounds per second, and the man will call in a Cobra Helicopter, wiping you off the face of the earth!Now that, is the Chicago way!
Reply
Sabre_Justice
03/23/10 06:30 AM
Now that's the way to go.

Crapula
10/03/09 03:41 PM
"Thats what you get for calling me Sick"! 166 rounds per second into the crotch,to enforce common decency and end "constructive criticism." and WHY NOT? who has $1600 every year for a BATF Tax Stamp Class 3 Permit.I and most real badasses really hate being told "no".
Reply

PIRATEKING
09/15/09 01:34 PM
I can't believe there are no laws on flamethrowers, thats just wacked. Awesome, but wacked.
Reply

PIRATEKING
09/15/09 01:34 PM
I can't believe there are no laws on flamethrowers, thats just wacked. Awesome, but wacked.
Reply

vladimirvet
09/09/09 03:18 PM
That is NOT a Yugo!!! It's a PEUGOT!
Reply

Vital_Idol
09/07/09 11:37 AM
Never smoked Salvia myself, but several friends of mine did in my presence and they were a lot more than just giggly. They were all clearly hallucinating, but the best part was that every one of them seemed to feel compelled to describe what they were seeing and feeling. Pretty much sounded like a bunch of people talking in their sleep.
Reply

justinwayne19
09/07/09 09:23 AM
Salvia isn't as trippy as it is described here. I think it mostly just makes you get into uncontrolable bursts of laughter and maybe a wall will move slightly. I've smoked it before it was awesome, short lived but awesome. Also, it's expensive. You'd be better off spending 40 bucks on a drug that would last longer than 5 maybe 7 minutes., Oh and that 40 bucks is for something around the size of 8 quaters stacked atop one another.
Reply
theProtagonist
08/11/11 03:49 PM
drugs are for douchebags.

Vital_Idol
09/04/09 11:00 PM
@ Arcchie: Jessie Ventura really only carried the minigun. What you didn't see was the extension chord running up the inside of his trousers (required to power the electric motor that spins the barrels), and the fact that the gun was shooting blanks. Even if he were carrying real ammunition, a backpack full of it wouldn't last very long at all. And if he had been shooting real bullets, the recoil would have levelled him.
Reply
MattSchuh
04/19/11 05:12 AM
You're forgetting that it was powered by his pure crazy caught in a generator in his back pocket.

H2Sbass
05/31/12 01:38 PM
Jesse "The Body" Ventura and Gary Busey should team up and deliver us the most entertaining, lunacy filled television show ever.

Tox!c
09/01/09 04:45 AM
That's not a yugo.
Reply

TheRunningMan
08/25/09 05:00 PM
@Arcchie: you forget that both Ventura & Schwarzennegger are both former steroid abusers, a wrestler and a bodybuilder respectively
Reply

Umlaut
07/24/09 09:38 PM
I think the PVC one is a homemade nerf gun- which is significantly less dangerous. It certainly looks like one, especially with the clothespin trigger and what looks like the plunger shaft sticking out.Also, seeing as you can blow up PVC pipe using an air compressor, I suspect it would not be an ideal material for a gun barrel.
Reply

dreamfix
07/07/09 09:36 AM
drugs guns have i missed somthing ?
Reply

321liftoff
06/16/09 09:07 AM
btw cracked- you know your target audience, and what they'll do with this info. Thanks for making the world just a little more dangerous.
Reply

321liftoff
06/16/09 08:59 AM
Flamethrowers are also used out in the southwest to keep down black widow populations. Terrifying fact #1: baby black widows use a technique called ballooning, which allows them to float through the air. Terrifying fact #2: Black widows' venom is most potent when they are newborn.
Reply

Arimius
06/16/09 06:30 AM
While thermite does get rather hot, it is nowhere near half the temperature of the sun, seeing as how the surface temperature of the sun is in the range of 7000 to 8000 degrees, and the interior makes that look frigid. Still rather awesome though.
Reply

DeathDivine
06/02/09 04:12 PM
So...you can get a flamethrower and use it to light your salvia...hopefully there's still enough left to smoke.
Reply

What???
05/25/09 08:23 PM
im gunna make a puppy shot gun....pimpin
Reply

MamPajama
05/16/09 12:17 PM
Unfortunately, Salvia Divinorum is illegal to possess and/or smoke in Illinois.
Reply

Tom_Servo
05/15/09 01:43 PM
Tannerite is fun stuff.
Reply

loqutor
05/12/09 05:11 PM
Like Salvia, LSD has a number of positive effects. It's currently being researched as a cure for cluster headaches. The problem is, those dumbasses who keep putting videos of themselves tripping on it on YouTube are going through the exact same sort of behavior that those idiotic hippies who got LSD banned displayed themselves. Fucking Timothy Leary, it's mostly his fault.
Reply

sarcasmojones
05/10/09 03:30 PM
I want a minigun that shoots thermite rounds.
Reply

asdfzxc920
04/29/09 11:59 AM
That first homemade gun looks like a TEC-9 or something. Speaking of which, homemade guns are actually accurate for a few yards, no matter what this guy says.
Reply

knower
04/14/09 04:35 AM
to dizzy- did you string a thermocouple to the solar center? please advise. Or, please verify your temp?danke.
Reply

Arcchie
04/12/09 06:13 AM
Jessie Ventura (the former governor of Minnesota?)carried a mini gun around like it was a 9 mil in the film "Predator" also starring the "Governator".No solid mount needed.
Reply

mntswitzerland
04/10/09 07:12 PM
i'm using my stimulus check on a flamethrower.
Reply

Arsenal
04/07/09 07:06 AM
Holy crap I need to get a flamethrower NOW!
Reply

sskullcrusher
03/23/09 10:56 AM
Everyone knows about salvia.
Reply

Actionsoldius
03/12/09 02:36 PM
Can anyone tell me where i can find the Ragnar Benson books online without buyingthem? I am specifically looking for the one about homemade weapons.
Reply

sexybeauties
03/10/09 09:24 PM
funny!!Are you sexy? ** RichFriends.org ***where you can hook up the wealthy singles,sexy beauties. Find your sexy partner easier and more effective! What are you waiting for? Just sign up and hook up the sexy singles now! (18+ please)
Reply

quivergirl
03/04/09 08:34 PM
Lol. Oh man, this is great. I'm glad that they put in that lye-soap reference. I..you know...needed to know that.
Reply

CandleJack
02/14/09 07:28 PM
I need to read those books for... knowlege... yeah. that sounds right.
Reply

d1zzy
02/13/09 06:45 AM
While is article is awesome, I would like to point out that the sun does not conform to a uniform temperature. 6000 degrees Fahrenheit is the temperature of the sun at it's outermost layer, whereas closer to the core of the sun the temperature can reach 27,000,000 degrees Fahrenheit (15,000,000 Celsius)
Reply

Kerouac
02/13/09 04:10 AM
Bloody Australia being one of the first countries to ban Salvia in 2002...bah. God our pollies can be a pack of fucking wowsers. Of course, sinking a few dozen beers is still culturally accepted. Having a wee toke of an interesting introspective plant, however, is the sort of thing terrorists would do. Or worse, Kiwis. :)
Reply

dccarles
02/11/09 11:40 AM
It's so easy to make thermite, my father did it accidentally. He used an electric grinding wheel to sharpen an aluminium tool after having used it on steel for many years, and was astounded at the huge sparks that came flying off...
Reply

v33b
02/11/09 11:15 AM
It's funny reading about the Minigun, I read it trying to imitate Heavy's voice from TF2, it costs a shitload firing that minigun, plus it can fire so many rounds per minute, it would cost 840$ firing this weapon for 12 seconds!SANDVICH!
Reply

AnthonyUSN
02/11/09 04:02 AM
that shotgun up the Dog's ass had me dyin haha
Reply

RagnorakTres
02/09/09 03:17 PM
In Terminator: the Sarah Conner Chronicles, the "good" android destroys the body of one of the "bad" ones with thermite. Useful if evil androids with relatively indestructible bodies of a previously inconceivable metal ever attempt to take over the world......Conspiracy Theory Alert! Maybe the gov't knows that such a thing exists and haven't banned thermite for EXACTLY THAT REASON!!!11!!!...JK that would make me one of those nutcases that believes in Roswell and Independence Day (which is an awesome movie).
Reply

Almanexia
02/08/09 04:42 AM
The first garage gun that is "relatively good" reminds me of an MP-40 fused with the SMG from Fallout 3.
Reply

OliviaSFA
02/08/09 12:11 AM
You know what's legal? Not my vagina.Bah!
Reply
H2Sbass
05/31/12 01:43 PM
Why is it a biological weapon ?

Samrockswin
02/07/09 11:58 PM
You all know the improvised weaponry reminds you of Fallout 3
Reply

wildancrazy159
02/07/09 08:19 PM
just a couple of comments on home built firearms.1. once built, they can not be sold or given to anyone..ever.unless you place SN# on the arm and become lic to manufacture..which is just over the top for many reasons.2. there are many firearms that are very easy to build from kits, and few tools. everything from H&k's to AK'S (just built my 2ed AK, but have built a shit load of heckler koch g3's and cetmes. kits are cut firearms to batf rules (just the recever is cut in three places and made "unservicible". the rest of the firearm is complete (see shotgun news for pricing of kits) tons of videos are out there on howto's for this.i used to sell machine gun kits on line, only people who can "legaly" build these are class 4s. (if the firearm you wish to build fires from a open bolt, just look elsewhere...theres more but i figure thats enough for now.
Reply

binglybert
02/07/09 05:26 PM
Another correction about thermite: it's most common use isn't in demolition of steel structures. It isn't used for that at all. Its most common use is for making on-site railroad track welds. When a steel-framed structure needs to be dropped quickly and accurately, shaped high-explosive "cutter" charges are used in tandem with brute-force high explosive "kicker" charges to separate the cut columns.
Reply

distopian
02/07/09 01:14 PM
the thermite units are incorrect thermite can reach up to 2500 ?C (4500 ?F).
Reply

Macho Maddness
02/05/09 05:52 PM
I'm gonna make my own flamethrower so I can do #7 and #4 simultaneously
Reply

MLE05
02/05/09 04:29 PM
I liked the way the whole list referred back to previous entries.Also, if I get this in on time, TW0HUNDR3DTH!!
Reply

lthm
02/05/09 10:09 AM
Then you didn't do it right. Salvia is the craziest shit I've done (which is saying something considering I've done everything but meth), you don't know how a freakin sweatshirt pocket functions on that stuff.
Reply

Darkmage
02/05/09 06:24 AM
I've tried Salvia... It sucked balls!! It did exactly jack shit.
Reply
H2Sbass
05/31/12 01:45 PM
Have you tried not buying it behind the high school ?

matticusmaximus
02/04/09 06:00 PM
im so downloading The Ragnar Benson Collection... MWAHAHAHAHA.. for some light reading of course
Reply

bobbi
02/04/09 04:44 PM
It's so ridiculously easy to get guns illegally in the states that it doesn't matter what guns are allowed or not legally. That's why "gun control" doesn't really work. Because all you're doing is preventing legal gun purchases but you do nothing about illegal ones.That doesn't mean don't have gun control (which most ppl assume after that statement). It means put some action into stopping illegal guns.
Reply

JinJolly
02/04/09 02:48 PM
Time to put that ebay account to use... I wanna flame thrower.
Reply

am_tryg
02/04/09 02:41 PM
I remember watching my chemistry teacher ignite thermite back in the day. It is awesome.
Reply

Lilygrace
02/04/09 12:46 PM
america is a fucked up place the only thing on here legal in england is salvia . i wish i lived there ... not coz of this i have no intrest in these things
Reply

SugarMommy
02/04/09 06:02 AM
Holy Shit Balls! I never knew the sun was a chucklefucker.
Reply

Explosiown
02/04/09 03:19 AM
This is the most awesome 4th of July fireworks display i've ever seen
Reply

Dami
02/04/09 02:11 AM
Well JeffK. I'm trying to find the data you are describing from the PGC website. I'm reading it pretty thoroughly and have yet to find it. But I'm sure it's there. I just would like a bit of help finding it. However the PGC does have a very interesting quote about managing deer populations with hunting versus managing the populations through non-hunting methods. "Although contraceptives and trap and relocate appeal to the don t hurt the deer side of the suburban deer debate, these options often have high price tags and limited effectiveness. Hunting remains the best low-cost option." (PGC summer 2008 deer chronicle) That would mean that without hunting (aka for most hunters that means no guns) Pennsylvania, at least, would have higher taxes.But no need to get angry Jeff. This is a friendly debate. Saying angry things just makes you look stupid.
Reply

Dami
02/04/09 12:14 AM
Now as to gun control all I can really say is that it doesn't work. I currently live in Korea where it is illegal to own firearms (unless your a millionaire; it's a class society here so police will overlook it). Yet Korean gangs have firearms. They have many types of firearms. And despite its illegality they will continue to get firearms. The fact that they purchase them more for show than actual use has nothing to do with the law. That's just cultural. The fact that they can, and do, buy them says a great deal about "gun control"
Reply

Dami
02/04/09 12:11 AM
As too the (much) previous post, people dislike America because it is currently the most powerful. While its true that it abuses that power, no nation in history at the top of the game has a clean or even semi-clean record on the abuse charts. The British killed millions at a time that the number had substantial meaning (with today's population it would equate to hundreds of million; let's call it population inflation)when they were at the top of their game. They almost wiped out the aborigines of Australia, they destroyed every single ghaza weaver in India to rid themselves of superior textile manufacturers. Etc., etc. America is just following the historical trend. But just for the record let's look at Belgium, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, France, Italy and Germany as well in their colonization of Africa. Every powerful nation in history has abused their power. Whoever is on top will always be despised.
Reply

homage
02/03/09 11:14 PM
I love that flamethrowers are illegal under the Geneva Convention but legal on your farm. Wow I want to live in America.
Reply

CavalierX
Election 2012
02/03/09 09:47 PM
"So does that mean that if I attain enough money to buy a nuke, drill to the center of the earth, and set it off, I should be allowed to?"Not according to the 1934 National Firearms Act, which I've already mentioned.
Reply

PurpleTowel
Election 2012
02/03/09 08:03 PM
Fitz19, muskets were famously inaccurate. That's why they fought like they did back then in huge massed ranks. You had to shoot in volleys if you hoped to hit anything.Shotguns are not terribly accurate at long ranges. At thirty or fourty feet you're fine, but try hitting something with buckshot at 200 feet.
Reply

homicidalhombre
02/03/09 07:54 PM
The reason why most of this stuff is still legal is because the government reasons that it acts as an assistance to natural selection . . Stupid people kill themselves off with it
Reply

libertarian
02/03/09 07:04 PM
drunkpiano: do you really not see the difference between your scenario and what you quoted? Nobody says you should be allowed to use a gun to shoot people, except in self defense.Remember, if you make owning a gun a crime, only criminals will own guns.
Reply

anonymousbast
02/03/09 05:39 PM
Wow. This is what passes for comedy these days?
Reply

Sedated
02/03/09 04:19 PM
They actually used thermite on Mythbusters on the Hindenberg(did I spell it right?) episode.P.S.Thermite works great if used with a flamethrower.
Reply

drunkpiano
02/03/09 04:07 PM
"In other news, anyone who thinks you shouldn't be allowed to spend 30,000 dollars on a Vietnam Era M16 and renew your ridiculously expensive machine gun permit every year... is an idiot. If you've got the money to do that, you should be allowed to."So does that mean that if I attain enough money to buy a nuke, drill to the center of the earth, and set it off, I should be allowed to?
Reply
IHateAquaman
Election 2012
09/18/10 03:20 AM
Yes.

Thel
02/03/09 03:40 PM
My parents grew a huge salvia divinorum plant in their front yard when I was a college student, not knowing what the plant was (and later, finding out and not giving a shit because they're hippies). It made for some interesting parties when they left for vacation. Well, probably not interesting for anyone not on the drug, since we just flailed around uselessly tripping our balls off...
Reply

Emerald
02/03/09 03:20 PM
I just looked up salvia's legality in my state, and DAMN, Virginia is stuffy. Not only can we not use salvia, but underage citizens can't drink alcohol even in their own homes."Hey mom, can I have a glass of wine with dinner?""Sure honey, but just one glass.""POLICE! OPEN UP OR WE'RE BREAKING DOWN THE DOOR!"
Reply

Spiecks
02/03/09 03:07 PM
Criminals will always be able to obtain weapons, regardless of whether or not the law-abiding citizen can do so.
Reply

likeviolence311
02/03/09 01:18 PM
people have natural tolerances to salvia. some people it will trip you out hard, put you in another world, where people like me, it just makes you feel retarted for a few minutes. i personally think its kinda gay. try DMT instead.
Reply

Fitz.19
02/03/09 01:15 PM
"First of all, because a gun with an unrifled barrel is only accurate to a few inches". in case anyone hasnt pointed this out, it's blatantly false. See exhibit 1: shotguns, and exhibit 2, muskets.In other news, anyone who thinks you shouldn't be allowed to spend 30,000 dollars on a Vietnam Era M16 and renew your ridiculously expensive machine gun permit every year... is an idiot. If you've got the money to do that, you should be allowed to.
Reply

VaultBoy
02/03/09 12:13 PM
Man, haven't heard from Drew in a while. He got shat on big time.
Reply

carrieburrows
02/03/09 11:43 AM
Salvia tastes bad and doesn't do all that much.
Reply

lounsey
02/03/09 11:40 AM
I reccomend Salvia to anybody who would like to try hallucinogens. If you don't like it, the trip is very very short so it wouldn't be like LSD where if you didn't enjoy it you'd be stuck in a horrible trip for like 10 hours.Admittedly it isn't the most social of drugs, but sitting around with your close friends doing a bong one at a time is awesome (I suggest places with comfy couches or lots of pillows, because you aren't gonna be very mobile for the trip... it is very personal and totally antisocial)
Reply

-Scorpio
Election 2012
02/03/09 10:20 AM
Gun nuts are just pure evil. If they didn't have a gun they would just use something else.Over here it's much harder to get a gun, so some local man just used a hatchet. Killed his wife and kids and cycled out in front of a truck. You can't really stop freaks like that can you
Reply

-Scorpio
Election 2012
02/03/09 10:20 AM
Gun nuts are just pure evil. If they didn't have a gun they would just use something else.Over here it's much harder to get a gun, so some local man just used a hatchet. Killed his wife and kids and cycled out in front of a truck. You can't really stop freaks like that can you
Reply

CavalierX
Election 2012
02/03/09 09:31 AM
MosinNagant: great name, by the way. I myself have a 1943 Mosin-Nagant M44 - the carbine with the attached spring-loaded bayonet.
Reply

CavalierX
Election 2012
02/03/09 09:29 AM
For those who don't know this (and that seems to be quite a number of you) one must obtain a Class III license before purchasing any fully automatic or highly destructive weapon under the National Firearms Act of 1934. So no, more laws would not stop criminals and terrorists from purchasing or making those things any more than the current laws do. Law-abiding citizens who purchase those weapons legally generally do not use them for criminal acts. Cause they're, you know, law-abiding citizens.
Reply

02/03/09 09:28 AM
I meant to say "Bets," but I don't know why.
Reply

02/03/09 09:26 AM
Bets article in ages. Attaboy.
Reply

Quankers
02/03/09 09:23 AM
MosinNagant: I'm going to assume you are not being sarcastic when I say that is one of the stupidest attempts at logic I have witnessed on the internet all day. And it's 12:30 in the afternoon. Since when is bad-aim a defence for assault weaponry?
Reply

CavalierX
Election 2012
02/03/09 09:21 AM
"It doesn't say "to protect the security of a free state from the federal government." "The purpose of each amendment in the Bill of Rights is to ensure that the Federal government does not interfere with the rights of the citizens."You're honestly going to defend someone's right to own a .50 caliber machine gun? A fucking anti-tank weapon that is legal under the second amendment? You're going to keep a straight face and defend that?"Now, where did I say that? Stop trying to force your twisted words into my mouth. It's not the place of the Federal government to regulate those things, but it sure as hell falls under the purview of the individual states."And do you know what type of people own weapons like that? Timothy McVeigh type people. That's who."So anything that anyone might use to cause harm to anyone else ought to be taken away because someone might, you know, do something bad someday?"And what did McVeigh claim he was doing? Rising up against an overbearing, t
Reply

PurpleTowel
Election 2012
02/03/09 08:59 AM
For the record, McVeigh killed all those people with fertilizer and homemade blasting caps.
Reply

MosinNagant
02/03/09 08:17 AM
"North Hollywood bank shootout. Two assholes stocked up on armor peircing rounds and automatic machine guns, robbed a bank, and shot at the cops for 45 minutes."And yet they didn't manage to kill a single Officer or by-stander spraying firing 'armor piercing' bullets. But please, continue on with your "OMGZ assalt rifles are teh dangerous!" nonsense...
Reply

VaultBoy
02/03/09 07:43 AM
Guns don't kill people...crazy people who have guns kill people. And if they can't get them legally, they'll find another way anyway. Knives, rocks, whatever. Shit, they can just make bombs from common household cleaners if they want. Guess we should ban cleaning products too.
Reply

VaultBoy
02/03/09 07:37 AM
And yeah, CavalierX is exactly right. The Bill of Rights protects the people from tyranny. It is the sole purpose of it. Did you ever take a history class?
Reply

VaultBoy
02/03/09 07:35 AM
Do you understand what gun control laws are? At all?
Reply

VaultBoy
02/03/09 07:34 AM
Poor people in inner cities can't hunt because you can't legally fucking hunt in cities!
Reply

drew081886
02/03/09 07:32 AM
It doesn't say "to protect the security of a free state from the federal government." The Supreme Court has a habit of very literally interpreting the bill of rights. Which is why people are allowed to own fucking miniguns and flamethrowers. Because it doesn't say "except miniguns and flamethrowers."You're honestly going to defend someone's right to own a .50 caliber machine gun? A fucking anti-tank weapon that is legal under the second amendment? You're going to keep a straight face and defend that? And do you know what type of people own weapons like that? Timothy McVeigh type people. That's who. And what did McVeigh claim he was doing? Rising up against an overbearing, tyrannical government.So the second amendment allows anarchist domestic terrorists to obtain military grade weaponry and explosives, and allows bank robbers to obtain machine guns and nearly kill several police officers and civilians, and you defend it, but I'm the dipshit. Well played. Well played.I'm no
Reply

CavalierX
Election 2012
02/03/09 07:31 AM
"And let's not forget Columbine, Jonesboro, Virgina Tech, and every other school shooting."B-b-but guns are not allowed on school grounds! Therefore, there could not POSSIBLY have ever been any school shootings, since schools are 'gun-free zones.' Must you persist in this pernicious lie that guns have ever snuck into schools and shot people on their own? OK, sarcasm aside, let us also not forget that in every case I can recall, the guns were obtained illegally or by trickery. The Virginia Tech shooter, for instance, should have been flagged by reason of having been judged insane, but his civil rights under HIPAA rules prevented the background check from uncovering that information. And if even one law-abiding gun owner in his path had been allowed to carry a gun on campus, the murderer would not have shot as many people as he did.
Reply

VaultBoy
02/03/09 07:24 AM
Also, armor piercing rounds and automatic weapons are illegal, amendment or not. So regardless, folks like that would obtain these weapons whether or not they had the Constitutional right to.
Reply

VaultBoy
02/03/09 07:22 AM
And economy does cause the desire to hunt. There were a record number of hunting licenses sold in PA this year due to the economic downturn. At least a hunter has respect for where his food comes from, rather than the rest of the country who gets grossed out if they see a feather still on their chicken.
Reply

VaultBoy
02/03/09 07:20 AM
@Drew: You are a dipshit.
Reply

CavalierX
Election 2012
02/03/09 07:15 AM
"We don't need a "well regulated militia" to ensure our security. We have the most powerful military on the planet. The Second Amendment was adopted before the US developed a standing military. It's outdated."Wrong. Like all the items in the Bill of Rights, the Second Amendment limits the power of the Federal government and ensures that the natural rights of all individuals were protected. Let me be very clear: the Bill of Rights ensures our protection FROM the government. The Second Amendment, in other words, protects the right of the people to rise up again, should the Federal government become overbearing and tyrannical.
Reply

JeffK.
02/03/09 07:09 AM
Lots of steaks you can't afford otherwise? You can't "hunt" cattle. You can only shoot some other guy's cattle and steal the corpse.
Reply

drew081886
02/03/09 07:07 AM
Also: "poverty creates the desire to hunt"?So there's no poverty in inner cities?
Reply

drew081886
02/03/09 07:04 AM
The second amendment reads:"A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed."We don't need a "well regulated militia" to ensure our security. We have the most powerful military on the planet. The Second Amendment was adopted before the US developed a standing military. It's outdated.And if you think the second amendment isn't flawed, research the North Hollywood bank shootout. Two assholes stocked up on armor peircing rounds and automatic machine guns, robbed a bank, and shot at the cops for 45 minutes. SWAT wasn't even prepared for that type of firepower. No reason for civilians to have armor peircing rounds or any weapon stronger than the police carry. And let's not forget Columbine, Jonesboro, Virgina Tech, and every other school shooting. Yeah, the second amendment is totally necessary and it's not flawed whatsoever.If people only used guns to hunt it would be fine. But t
Reply

VaultBoy
02/03/09 07:02 AM
@TheEnemyBelow: It is hilarious how many dipshits belong to the little Infowars cult. It's dipshits being led by a dipshit.
Reply

JeffK.
02/03/09 06:59 AM
The subtitle for this article should be "To 'Companies' That Advertise in the Guns & Ammo Classified Section: You're Welcome"
Reply

Dami
02/03/09 04:16 AM
Drew, the right to bear arms would make a lot more sense to you if you grew up poor in the country rather than alright in the city. Poverty creates the desire to hunt; lot of steaks that you can't afford otherwise. As well as protection against the occasional aggressive wild life that can meander through your yard (some advice; stay away from bear mothers. They have a right to go through your yard. Don't stop them! ;-)
Reply

Dami
02/03/09 04:12 AM
Well zmoll the reason everybody hates America is jealousy but not based on anything actually about the nation but rather because it is the most powerful nation in the world at this time (despite the many fantasies about China being stronger). Just look at history; the U.K. lost first place after World War II, and before they lost first place everybody hated them. It's all about power.
Reply

drew081886
02/03/09 03:11 AM
Thanks goes to the second amendment. The most outdated, pointless, and dangerous part of our Constitution.
Reply

Inyarear
02/03/09 01:38 AM
I gotta get me some of this stuff.
Reply

zmoll
02/03/09 01:13 AM
Hey, maybe the reason the rest of the world hates america is jealousy? I live in the United Kingdom of Lameness and i am bloody jealous at the minute.
Reply

Ronsonic
02/02/09 11:33 PM
"This is the sort of thing that happen when common sense is throw out the window by lawmakers"Perry, this is a country where anything that is not specifically prohibited is legal. That's why these things aren't banned. The only alternative is a body of law where one can only do things that are specifically permitted. I really don't want that. Move.
Reply

Eleutheria
02/02/09 10:52 PM
My high school teacher, one Mr. L, bought ten cases of thermite before 9/11. It's a bit restricted nowadays if you buy from a supplier, but it's a pretty simple chemical compound and you can just make your own.
Reply

Perry-Crann
02/02/09 10:45 PM
This is the sort of thing that happen when common sense is throw out the window by lawmakers .Perry Crann
Reply

Davian
02/02/09 10:03 PM
Thermite is freaking awesome. I had a chemistry teacher back in highschool who would occasionally do demonstrations with the stuff. The intensity of the flames is remarkable too.
Reply

patioo
02/02/09 09:35 PM
CRACKED COMMENTERS!you have all seemingly forgotten the most important part of this article-cracked has officially broken its silence on dolemite.CRACKED WRITERS!more dolemite, please.
Reply

pariahnola
02/02/09 09:29 PM
Bees? Ithought Hanna Montana was mankinds greates enemy!
Reply

spiffymint
02/02/09 09:21 PM
Salvia is illegal to smoke, on package it sezz that its only for incense purposes and ingesting it is illegal.
Reply

Rockcity
02/02/09 08:33 PM
Ahhhhh, good ole Loompanics. You will be missed. Long before the internet was teaching terrorists, crackpots, and hillbillies alike how to blow things up, and escape "the man," you were providing the info. via the good ole US mail.
Reply

monkeywithagun
02/02/09 08:30 PM
"that's close to half the temperature of the chucklefucking Sun."i just got a new favorite word hahah good article guys
Reply

Tacopete
02/02/09 07:59 PM
also the article is called 7 things you won't BELIEVE are legal. Everyone knows booze is legal. So get some jack and drive into a tree dimwit. Do they not teach reading comprehension anymore? I swear!
Reply

Tacopete
02/02/09 07:58 PM
Sabre_Justice Booze isn't on the list cause if you die while drinking and doing anything it's called natural selection and deserved to die anyway.
Reply

Sabre_Justice
02/02/09 07:51 PM
>Why isn't booze on this list?That stuff is responsible for more death and misery than all of this legal stuff combined!Yes, but we *know* booze is legal.This article redeems America.
Reply

Tacopete
02/02/09 07:45 PM
Ahh couple of lbs of Tannerite,couple lbs of black powder,maybe a little gasoline & vaseline shape charge for effect...a $10 phone from Walmart, some speaker wire and a double AA transformer from radio shack and a 7.62 casing to set it all off. Yes I can say shock and awe.. And wasn't there a parking meter and sidewalk there 5 mins ago before I made the call from waffle house..
Reply

Ice9
02/02/09 07:40 PM
Salvia aye?Dammit its already illegal here! but not in next state!
Reply

theturtle
02/02/09 07:11 PM
Flamethrowers also handy when having a summer BBQ!
Reply

xolta
02/02/09 06:37 PM
God/Thor bless the USA
Reply

-Scorpio
Election 2012
02/02/09 06:07 PM
i like snow
Reply

leviacorpse
02/02/09 05:55 PM
166 image looks like brownies with caramel sauce.
Reply

RabbitSphere
02/02/09 05:55 PM
That is not Yugo, that is a Peugeot!
Reply

Fourninefoxtrot
02/02/09 05:38 PM
Don't believe the "Garage gun" thing. Probably is legal for, say, air-powered guns. Just don't cobble together a gun that uses actual gunpowder. BATFE will be displeased, whether or not it is "technically legal", and they're apt to show their displeasure with a no-knock warrant and midnight visit.
Reply

lol_alf
02/02/09 05:25 PM
I just saw JasonVorhees and he told me to pass on a message that he is currently... oh, you heard already, never mind.
Reply

mebenjam
02/02/09 05:10 PM
I did a google image search for 166 and did not find that image. I don't like being lied to by anyone other than my cheatin' wife.
Reply

Saul Goode
02/02/09 05:02 PM
I am patiently waiting for JasonVorhees to tell me how we feel about this article, and that he has a minigun, and how he hit da hot bitches, while smokin' the finest reefer.
Reply

UndeadMonkey
02/02/09 04:54 PM
Something that's been bothering me for a while... Why is it called a MINIgun when it is anything but small?
Reply

DakRockson
02/02/09 04:25 PM
Pretty sure thats Sausages with mustard on them.
Reply

willyhassertt
02/02/09 04:07 PM
the garden plant saLVIA is different than the drug.
Reply

JackMcPoop
02/02/09 03:53 PM
Its fuckin Ragnar!!!!
Reply

BicyclesRule
02/02/09 03:51 PM
Why isn't booze on this list?That stuff is responsible for more death and misery than all of this legal stuff combined!
Reply

Narwhal
02/02/09 03:38 PM
Salvia is awesome... I never truly appreciated reboot until a massive translucent purple cube came down on me....
Reply

Sleestak
02/02/09 02:52 PM
Heh heh heh, not lye soap, just lye. Lye soap'll give you a really, really, clean dead body. Enough lye, mixed into water, will make a pretty good cadaver soup. Oh, and drop some aluminum into a heavy lye solution in a bottle and you get hydrogen gas. Place balloon, wait until full, and then give the pretty thing to a hippie.
Reply

ragnarqk
02/02/09 02:46 PM
Treble, don't you have to return some videotapes?
Reply

Wolf326
02/02/09 02:45 PM
It's quite funny that thermite can actually be bought off Ebay...Don't ask why I've tried...
Reply

godless
02/02/09 02:13 PM
This article reaffirms my faith in the USA. Thank you Cracked.
Reply

Casemon
02/02/09 02:08 PM
(...Who?)LMAFREAKINGAO!! :D
Reply

johnnystreets
02/02/09 02:07 PM
Reading the part below, it's hilarious that 9/11 "truth" wako's think thermite brought down the twin towers:"Thermite isn't explosive, and it is extremely stable. Anyone attempting to commit crimes with it would be limited to very small-scale property destruction."hahaha losers
Reply

jammanl
02/02/09 02:04 PM
how many things can i do at once? 1. get some salvia, 2. get a minigun. 3. make some thermite bullets for the minigun. 4. spend the rest of the day shooting down chuckles so the sun cannot fuck them
Reply

blackops
02/02/09 01:57 PM
jimson weed will fuck you up. My brother told me a story about some dude who did it. He jumped out of his second story window hit in a random guys car and woke up a few days later in a different city, naked, covered in his own blood and feces.
Reply

Treble
02/02/09 01:55 PM
Ah yes, lye soap and a hotel bathtub. Excuse me... I have to go out for a couple hours.
Reply

Sayyiduna
02/02/09 01:49 PM
In #1, that's not a Yugo, that's a Peugeot.
Reply

Frankenstud
02/02/09 01:41 PM
You forgot about legal steroid compound "finaplix-h". Trenbolone is 5x more powerful than testosterone and can be extracted from cattle implants.Google it bitches.
Reply

izzyboy
02/02/09 01:38 PM
Warns you're the one who is fucking retarded. You apparently don't understand the difference between the raw herb, and the herb that has been soaked in extract. That is what the 5x, 10x, and so on means. It is possible to get high of the raw herb, but there is a method to smoking it, because you basically have a time limit to get it into your system before you won't get any higher. That is why they make the extract soaked kind, so you don't have to sit there smoking it like you are imitating a coal burning train engine. Oh, and 60 bucks? Apparently you don't know how to spend your money wisely, I've never had to pay that much for it. If you didn't get high on it, too bad for you, that happens to some people with salvia, just like some people could drink your pussy ass under the table without even getting tipsy, people have different tolerance levels for the stuff. You'd probably have a shitty trip on it anyway, because you'd realize what a little piss ant wanker you are.@@
Reply

benrichardsrm
02/02/09 01:16 PM
I think the world is ready for a minigun that fires thermite bullets.
Reply

VaultBoy
02/02/09 01:08 PM
Salvia is for pussies...eat Jimson weed.
Reply

pailoong
02/02/09 01:07 PM
I'm going to try salvia just so I can watch the sun fuck chuckles.
Reply

sallysmanager
02/02/09 01:05 PM
ted turner won't need a minigun. He's CAPTAIN PLANET!!!!!
Reply

VaultBoy
02/02/09 01:04 PM
Fuck Salvia...Jimson weed is legal and grows everywhere. That shit will fuck your day up, and it can kill you too.
Reply

macsnafu
02/02/09 01:03 PM
Articles like these almost make me think that Cracked might actually be of some value to society. Almost.
Reply

SPYDER0416
02/02/09 01:00 PM
Minigun... OH YEAH!!! I never would have thought they could actually cause blunt impact trauma, then again most MG's usually need 2 people to operate one.
Reply

DamnDirtyHippy
02/02/09 12:39 PM
so i can build instruments of destruction legally but i cant smoke a J, what a country!
Reply

EinDose
02/02/09 12:38 PM
...I'm moving to America.
Reply

lonesomephreak
02/02/09 12:24 PM
they left out a drug...dextromethorphan hydrobromide. It's the main ingredient in most cough syrups...but it's pretty easy to order it by the kilo from various chemical companies. 100 grams is about $100, and that's enough to have 50-100 hard core trips. And when I say hard core, salvia is like drinking coffee compared to it...expect an 6-12 hour trip with the high doses (1-2 grams, depending on body weight) that will put you into fully another dimension. You won't even know what "human" or "earth" is, much less who you are. I've walked around alien cities, talked to gods, followed quarks into black holes...The only major drawback is that it can make you puke about 30-60 minutes into the trip. Have a bottle of pepto ready. Don't plan on going anywhere, and it's not something to do at a party...although having a small party with everyone dexxing is much fun, as long as no one falls into your furniture and breaks it (it REALLY throws your equilibrium off).For more info, c
Reply

More
02/02/09 12:17 PM
I hate it that people assume that weed and salvia are in the same kinda "experimental" category.Weed is amazing. Salvia not so much. inb4 high schoolers.
Reply

QueenSativa
02/02/09 12:15 PM
"Only in America would a device capable of launching rivers of fire at people be less regulated than marijuana."How sad and true. It's alright to have horrifying deadly weapons, as long as you're not getting stoned.@ Warns, sorry buddy but I've got to jump on the bandwagon here and call your bullshit. Sorry you had a bad time with it but Salvia is a legit thing. And there's also a difference between just buying the leaves and buying the concentrate. Maybe give it another shot and try a better concentration because if my memory serves me you can get it at least at 75x.
Reply

Kont
02/02/09 12:09 PM
didn't to much to me unfortunately.. but hell i'm from holland so everything's legal here:P i'll go get some new shit tomorrow
Reply

-Scorpio
Election 2012
02/02/09 12:09 PM
I'd never heard of Salvia, but all this talk means I HAVE to try it
Reply

thatotherguy
02/02/09 11:53 AM
@WarnsIf you get a hold of some of the higher concentration stuff it's pretty nuts. Just smoking the normal leaf doesn't do much but at 30-40x I was literally, I say again, literally the color orange. Chilling next to the color red and yellow for about 15 minutes. Most intense experience of my life.
Reply

Arachidus
02/02/09 11:49 AM
hahahaha... Salvia... hahahaha...btw. for your information, that's an old Peugot, not a Yugo =)
Reply

Swanney
02/02/09 11:46 AM
I'm going to have to agree with TheGuessWhom on this one. I've never experienced anything as intense as the time I tried salvia. The only thing I can compare the experience to is being pulled out of the fucking Matrix. Mine lasted a very short time, though. About a minute I'd say. It took me about 5 minutes after the initial hallucinations to fully understand what had happened wasn't real, however.Bad sore throat, though. At least you got that part Warns. And I grew and extracted my own salvia. I think it's pretty funny you paid 60 bucks for that.
Reply

Whambulance
02/02/09 11:45 AM
Ragnar Benson is hiding in your closet.
Reply

azrael
02/02/09 11:40 AM
hehe 'chucklefucking'.also salvia is pretty crazy.
Reply

popeth
02/02/09 11:37 AM
yeh its a bit crazy about salvia. i've done that shit a few times and its crazy. in fact crazy isn't a strong enough word, its like watching reality peel away layer by layer and being completely unaware that you have just smoked somthing to cause it
Reply

GOTI
02/02/09 11:25 AM
I've heard people mention salvia before, but I never know what the hell it actually was and never bothered to read the word right. So a plant makes a lot more sense than saliva.
Reply

TheGuessWhom
02/02/09 11:15 AM
@ Warns:That's funny, I had an experience with salvia in which I felt like I was suspended in time after being separated from the reality I had known for 20 years of my life.It legitimately scared the shit out of me, that's how good the trip was. I had no idea I was on salvia until around 6 min. after I had smoked it. Good stuff.
Reply

asdfgsfds
02/02/09 11:14 AM
I registered just to tell you to shut up, Warns.Shut up, Warns. You had a crap time with salvia, sucks for you, but for most people it really is as intense as they say. I'd tell you about the trips I've had, but... they're kind of beyond verbal description.
Reply

-Scorpio
Election 2012
02/02/09 11:06 AM
I've loved Mini-Guns ever since I watched predator.The Mini-Gun In Predator even has a cool nickname-"I guess it's time to take Ol' Painless outa the bag"Fuckin love that shit!!Do your worst with your flamethrowers and Thermite exlosives, me and Ol' Painless will rip you to chucklefucking pieces hahah!!!
Reply

lowtolerance
02/02/09 11:03 AM
I've never been able to get high off of salvia. i've tried, but about the closest i've come is drooling all over myself and not being able to walk straight for a couple of minutes.
Reply

Warns
02/02/09 11:00 AM
Oh and izzy boy is mentally retarded a 5x concentration is literally the lowest dose you can buy, 10x is second lowest.
Reply

Warns
02/02/09 10:58 AM
To anyone reading the comments re: salvia on here, they're basically untrue. All you will get is 40-60 dollars less in your pocket, a feeling that you are literally dead and a really really sore throat.It's for kids with bad hookups, nothing more.
Reply

crank916
02/02/09 10:56 AM
if i ever kill a T-888 i sure will use the therminte, but i'll probably use the minigun to disable it.i'll just need 500000 and i'll be ready for judgement day
Reply

Mr.Tea
02/02/09 10:43 AM
You forgot to mention that the Mini-gun also requires an enormous power supply to function, so it's pretty much impossible to wield unless mounted on some type of vehicle. I'm trying to imagine a crime someone could possibly commit with this thing; and nothing's coming up that doesn't involve state backing
Reply

hybridtheorist
02/02/09 10:36 AM
+1
oh, and the reason sparklers burn hot enough to light thermite........ is because they're made from magnesium
Reply

Doomboy911
02/02/09 10:34 AM
I'm going to cover a car in thermite tannerite salivia and shoot at it with home-made flamethrower
Reply

hybridtheorist
02/02/09 10:32 AM
Salvia is awesome. I only had a bit, but I felt like everything was made out of lego (including me). even my eyes went fucked and everything in front of me went square, and the floor felt wierd as I walked on it, like it was made from little lego bricks. and like they said, it lasted for about 5 minutes, maybe ten, and an hour or so later, I felt as though nothing had happened.I'd recommend it (but would definately not recommend driving agfter smoking it)
Reply

beatcamel
02/02/09 10:24 AM
salvia made the walls in my room melt, people became one dimensional, like paper thin, i felt like i was getting sucked into the wall behind me, i thought it was the end of the world, i forgot that i had smoked it and thought that life was always like this.it was pretty amazing. it lasted like 20 minutes.
Reply

T.C.
02/02/09 10:24 AM
G-Star, it's all about how big of a hit you take. Your friend probably took a giagantic fucking super hit.To Cracked Staff: The Nectar of the Broke link up ahead is broken, there's an extra "L" in HTML at the end of the link.
Reply

Vergess
02/02/09 10:22 AM
My salvia experience involved a complete loss of depth perception. I was pretty much convinced the world was in two dimensions. Actually, it was pretty cool. I grow it now, and hand it out to 18 and overs who ask me nicely.
Reply

AndersonCouncil
02/02/09 10:17 AM
SpockLemoche-Your fun is insane. I like to go out and have some fun, but at no points do I ever become a supernova. I don't want to know what you do for fun, but it sounds pretty fucking insane.
Reply

G-Star
02/02/09 10:06 AM
Man, my friend tried salvia once and he went completely BRIANDEAD! Like, his eyes rolled back and a bit of spit came out of his mouth and drooped down to his legs. He didnt talk for 10 mins and didnt respond to anything. Having said that, i tried salvia and it did nothing for me..the walls just went a bit blurry.
Reply

Turpentine
02/02/09 10:04 AM
Me and some friends made thermite once and birnt through some old computors he had which was fun. Also, sparklers burn hot enough to ignite thermite and are much easier to get hold of.
Reply

Ruta9
02/02/09 10:04 AM
How about making your own minigun, with a flamethrower attached to it. That would be like the A-Team on salvia.
Reply

Berseker
02/02/09 10:00 AM
hahahah awesome article, i need to find theses book.Also the conversation about claymore and theses book was.... epic
Reply

VaultBoy
02/02/09 09:48 AM
I once constructed a spring-loaded dildo slapper to beat people across the face with when they annoyed me. Victims would often have to explain why they had a mushroom-shaped welt across their cheeks, but fortunately I had a dildo slapper permit. Don't worry though, it was a brand new dildo. I'm not disgusting like that.
Reply

theHeadCase
02/02/09 09:46 AM
This has got to be one of the greatest (and useful) articles I've ever read. There is now a new standard to be held in property damage crimes. Thank you Cracked, you have given birth to a whole new breed of vandals.
Reply

LanceUppercut
02/02/09 09:39 AM
0
"You know for someone who claims to want to stay off of government watchlists...you do a pretty horrific job in this article. Just sayin'."Yes, how dare you point out things that are legal. The government totally hates that shit.
Reply

izzyboy
02/02/09 09:38 AM
I have a shit ton of very strongly prepared salvia. You take half a hit of the stuff and for 15 minutes you're somewhere else. I don't let anybody smoke it without a babysitter. One of my buds climbed up on the back of his chair and perched there against the wall giggling when I gave him some. I was afraid he was gonna jump off. When I asked him if he was alright he just said "I'm fine man, I'm fine" and continued giggling perched up there like some weird bird. I also have friends that have tried it once and never smoked it again, because they were fucking terrified after that once. I've smoked it at a bar and laughed maniacally at anyone that talked to me, also I've smoked it at home with one person in the room and apparently talked about polynomial equations for 15 minutes, and so on. Needless to say, I hide the shit and only let people who are mentally stable smoke it. You gotta have the extracted stuff though, the raw herb isn't easy to get high on. The stuff I have
Reply

VaultBoy
02/02/09 09:37 AM
Get your "fact rights"? Temperature of the "fun"? Really? And you have the audacity to criticize?
Reply

SpockLemoche
02/02/09 09:34 AM
Great Article. But get your fact rights. The temperature of the fun is 5778 Kelvin (9940 Fahrenheit). So 2500 Fahrenheit is a bit more than 1/4 the temperature of the sun.And this is the temperature and the surface of the sun , the core is a billions time hotter.
Reply

mystik
02/02/09 09:33 AM
Can someone please point me to the nearest cracked writer?
Reply

Jack-O
Election 2012
02/02/09 09:30 AM
You know for someone who claims to want to stay off of government watchlists...you do a pretty horrific job in this article. Just sayin'.
Reply

Captain_Intenso
02/02/09 09:23 AM
The guys from Mushroomhead blow up part of a car buy shooting a packet of tannerite located in the hood of the car in their new DVD. Pound-for-pound more explosive than TNT.
Reply

Elbereth
02/02/09 09:07 AM
'chucklefucking'I have a new favorite word. Thank you, from the bottom of my heart. My, if you will, chucklefucking heart. You probably won't, though. Bastard.
Reply

Tartra
Election 2012
02/02/09 09:04 AM
+1
Good article, Cracked. Very well done. :D
Reply

PurpleTowel
Election 2012
02/02/09 09:02 AM
Newgrace, your info is a little off. While some states have onerous restrictions on homemade guns other states, such as Texas, do not. Check with your local sheriff's department!
Reply

Onodera
02/02/09 08:42 AM
+1
Thanks for the buzz kill, newgrace. It's also illegal for me to carry two sticks tied together with string, but I can carry a concealed weapon with the proper documents. What a load of crap!
Reply

Im_a_Vandal
02/02/09 08:41 AM
Fuck me discreetly, I want a mini-gun and i want one NOW
Reply

SamLowery
02/02/09 08:40 AM
I never expected a Cracked article to make one of my favorite flix, "Die Hard with a Vengeance" slightly closer to plausible. Good job and good article (also with a vengeance.)
Reply

K-Star
02/02/09 08:37 AM
Salvia can help end cocaine addiction? But I love my cocaine addiction!!! Also is this Ragnar Benson fellow single?
Reply

hellblade
Election 2012
02/02/09 08:28 AM
+1
also,interesting that you would mention skyscraper frames in the thermite section...
Reply

hellblade
Election 2012
02/02/09 08:21 AM
that's not a hood. it's a bonnet.
Reply

Johnrap
02/02/09 08:18 AM
+1
This article should be emailed to every congressman. Perhaps one of them will make a stink and the article will go viral.
Reply

bwoz
02/02/09 08:17 AM
SWEET - grew up in MN and now live just across the border...we can claim the tannerite guy as our own!
Reply

mariospants
02/02/09 08:02 AM
It's a Peugeot, not a Yugo. Peugot's a funny enough name for me not to have to make this comment entertaining.
Reply

newgrace
02/02/09 08:01 AM
Homemade firearms are illegal in most states. Not saying 100%, but this is a small comment box. You need a class C license to create your own firearms, which a "garage gun" would certainly be. And to get a class C license, you must have Police Chief signed approval, so good luck on convincing your local police department that your high school drop out ass should be allowed to create an explosive propelled weapon in your suburban garage with your SEARs rented tools by following instructions you found on the Internot.
Reply

chenry
02/02/09 08:01 AM
@Wild_Marker: It's called a minigun because it's a scaled-down version of a much larger multi-barrel weapon. Like a 20mm M61 Vulcan, or 30mm GAU-8 Avenger.
Reply

VaultBoy
02/02/09 07:51 AM
It's called a minigun since the barrels are narrower - and thus it shoots smaller rounds - than it's previous cousins.
Reply

tearon
02/02/09 07:31 AM
+1
@MichaelFurlongCriminals can't make money from it unless it's illegal, so that's a bit of a catch-22. If you can buy it legally, there's no profit to be made from selling it illegally.
Reply

bredcaykZ
02/02/09 07:30 AM
I rofl'd when I read the word "chucklefuck".
Reply

The_Prowler
02/02/09 07:27 AM
I'm going to build a Mini-Gun from scrap that shoots tannerite bullets and has a thermite flamethrower attatched to it while toking up some salvia and reading Mantrapping.
Reply

shadowfacts
02/02/09 07:22 AM
As anyone who's read Robert Rankin can testify - the GE mini-gun is shown off to its best advantage in the film 'Predator'.
Reply

MacGyver1138
02/02/09 07:20 AM
A minigun is called "mini" because the "regular" versions are more like what is mounted on jets. Much higher caliber with a similar rate of fire.
Reply

MichaelFurlong
02/02/09 07:19 AM
+1
I am betting salvia is only legal because it isn't well known, it lots of people started using it, or someone died because of it, or criminals started making money from it, it would be quickly illegalised.
Reply

MSJ
02/02/09 07:12 AM
I taught prostitution is illegal even in Nevada. It's just that the local hookers don't give damn (their clients too).
Reply

JCollier
02/02/09 07:07 AM
So, if I build a minigun out of scrap, it's legal?
Reply

evilmittens
02/02/09 06:55 AM
Ironically, the picture in the Ragnar article, is of Ragnar...but not Ragnar Benson but Ragnar, the Minnesota Vikings Mascot.
Reply

evilspwn
02/02/09 06:43 AM
i once got back home from uni to see me flatmate rolling on the floor very slowly looking like a rabid dog. he kept mumbling something about a book and turning pages. fucking scary. apparently he was on salvia and he had no idea wht happened when he was on it.i never got the balls to try.
Reply

roflbacon
02/02/09 06:42 AM
Wild_Marker, have you ever heard of Nevada?Not that I don't want to suck it, it's just you should probably do some fact checking before you expose your retardation on the intarwebz.
Reply

Alsebra
02/02/09 06:42 AM
Wild_Marker, prostitution may be legal in your country, but the hookers are also government-regulated. That means, in a round-about way, your government is fucking you.
Reply

MSJ
02/02/09 06:38 AM
Wild_marker's right, why do they call it minigun? Is it like calling a huge mobster Tiny?166 look's delicious, BTW.Salvia is full of antioxidants. You can place it in oils as a natural preservative.Regarding thermite: funny you should mention a T-800. Sarah Connor used thermite to destroy evidence of a deactivated Terminator in the TV series
Reply

romeodeltabravo
02/02/09 06:26 AM
is that a peugeot? that is a peugeot. i have one of them.
Reply

thomjah
02/02/09 06:24 AM
That 166 picture looks like custard on some meat.
Reply

Wild_Marker
02/02/09 06:18 AM
I still chuckle at the fact that the minigun is called a "MINI" gun. Who came up with that idea? It's the most deadly sarcastic joke ever made.Also, you wanw know what's legal in my country? Prostitutes. Suck it, America.
Reply

hatmanz
02/02/09 06:16 AM
U.S.A!!U.S.A!!!U.S.A.!!(but srsly I want a flamethrower)
Reply

VaultBoy
02/02/09 06:12 AM
I WANT MINIGUN!
Reply

bmcwi
02/02/09 06:10 AM
Nice article. FAIL for the picture of a Yugo that's actually a Peugeot, tho. It may look similar in beige but the 1.9 GTI version was a Euro rally favourite.
Reply

Yukorin
02/02/09 06:07 AM
Sixth
Reply

thenstopcominghere
02/02/09 06:05 AM
+1
"Thermite is most commonly used to cut through very strong metal, like the kind you find in the frame of a skyscraper..."Or perhaps 3 skyscrapers.
Reply

EddieBrock412
02/02/09 06:03 AM
+1
You can get high on salvia and fire a minigun at a tannerite coated car, but if you light up that joint, your ass is going to prison.
Reply

VaultBoy
02/02/09 06:00 AM
Salvia is faaaaar more intense than LSD or DMT. You also forgot to mention the little side effect of involuntary actions, like when I decided I would go out for a drive while on the substance, only to have my roommate stop me. I had absolutely no recollection of the occurrence. Worst...drug...ever.
Reply

wtplove
Election 2012
02/02/09 05:46 AM
FIRST
Read more: http://www.cracked.com/article_17016_7-items-you-wont-believe-are-actually-legal_p2.html#ixzz2SMNWaSOT


